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· BEF, ACHE Review .. Academics 
~~~~~-UN :pr -· ·· · Reevaluated 
O()'f>._ '3> ByRo~~~lm~ . The..{irst 'iriterion . Por.. 1976, efforts by .UNM were con-
Sixteen. academic programs ;.u-e .numbetof.raduales ydegreelevel tuguese IU)d ~omparalive literature· centrated ·on reviewing the 
~nder revaew at UN~ ~o detennme ~o! each . program i . the .last liiiD~tMr ~viewed at the mas~c:rs .. duplication of programs .. • A report 
· ; 1f they should be contanued. . . years. The . second itedon is-Mt'~lft- •rot· having .. three or , l~ss to .the legislature was . prepared by 
~t the reques~ of the · s~ate. ,average numbpr .. J stlJdents . &(aduates per )'ear. and nine or les~ ~CHE and BEF in November of' 
~r~~~:~f:~t~r~;r::Yc;· 'rJJI.)ar:· ,.:i:o~er~!ne:'r:~ : ,~j--~programs are ~so ::!i~~ic:Y e~~~hs~~ ~~:u~~n:. 
cooperation- with . ~he Academic . At the baccaJauJe · e level, UNM beins examined. These programs · stitutions. No final ·decision bas 
Council · on Hishet Education . · is studying seveO. Pl'otw~s ·wbicb which did not meet the same criteria been made. · 
(ACHJ3)'. besan . a ·program · had four or less gptduates per year as the masters level are counseling 'Provost Chester C. Travelstead, 
evaluation ·in New Mexi~o•.s· · in- · · and J2 or ·Jess majors' per year~ and guidance,· and curriculum and UNM's member of. ACHE, said, · 
what it is going to do and do well.· 
We have to limit our scope. 
·Educational quality · is just as 
important as fiscal responsibility," 
stitutions ofhigherleaming. . · 'These seven pro.srams are Russian instruction~ . . . ''It does not ma](e sense to have all 
i · · ·.. ~CJ:IE, which' is made up of'th~ · · stpdies, mathematics · education, . At the doctoral level, the same . program~ at every institution. Each I chief ac&demic o.fficers fr(!m t~~ sb(. ~ r.nusicology, cl1$5ics, · P9~uau~se, two· proarams are under review for institution must have· productive· 
Travelstead said, uNo instituti<tn · 
will delete a program. just because 
there are not enoush majors. 
Courses and people can support 
other programs and cut across 
other areas. Also., we may .not have 
full information at one time; as 
some students have not declared 
their majors.'' 
!· New Mexico universities sel~ted comparative literature and having two o.r less ·graduates per programs . that· match needs to 
r tWO ~rite~ia to be used to identify economics-philosophy. year. andsix or Jess majors per year. resources. No institution can meet 
Both UNM and New Me,Uco 
Highlands are reviewlng 16 
programs. 
... 
. ~ . 
. . . 
progl'ams reqUiting further revie"'. ' Mush: . education, chemical In the spring and summer of every need. UNM has to decide 
. ~ . ' 
~~New ·Mexico . 
~ . . • ... - ' . ' ' • _-. ~ ~ • •. 1- ' . ' ¥' . 
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U .. Duck 
Conce.ives .. 
·And· Leaves 
\ 
UNM's first native ducks may be 
the resul~ of· unwanted pregnancy. · 
These three duck eggs, apparently. 
abandoned, were found' under a 
tree near the duckpond Wednesday 
by Cliff Mills, a biology student . 
Mills plans . to have the eggs in-
cubated at· a local ~reed company, 
which should take about 28 days, 
. tbert •t1v_~n_t~a.!h:J:et.~~·: t~~· ··lj~*: · 
bastards to the pond.. . · · ' · 
IJ• 
WA'£!!~p~~!cJ.!.~ !~e~d ~,:~2~(.~l!!os••m 
about four per cent of the more sharply since the first few days of before becoming eligible for . 
·than 432,000 Vietnam-era veterans - the program, when they neared educational ·and other be~efits. A · · 
elisible to apply for President · 3000 daily at one point. During the Pentagon spokesll)an said there had. 
Carter's discharge .. upgrade past week they· averaged less than been some concern about the 
program made inquiries during its lOOO each day, dipping to about 150 decrease in inquiries. 
first . two weeks, · according to daily over the weekend. 
defense department figures. Defense officials said they ex-
The figures show that in the 16 • pected that a large number of the 
days since the program was an- 2S9,S24 veterans eligible for the. 
nounced Apr •. 5;. a total of 16~972 . program who hold "general" 
veterans called toll-free numbers at discharges might not apply because · 
a liaiSon office set up in St. Louis to they are already able ~o get full 
handle inquiries. An additional 240 veterans benefits. 
military -deserters wbo never . But the remaining 173,Q06 who 
recch·ed discharges have also. have · · categorized as 
Carter approved the upgrade 
program for those who were booted 
out of the service for unauthorized 
absence, drug abuse and other non-
violent offenses as the second stage 
of the Vietnam amnesty ·he 
promised during his campaign. 'The 
first sla$e ·was .his pardon of draft 
The final exam for hiotory 
102 of J. Marrone sections, 
will be given duri"•a all 
·· classes next week. At· • 
tendancels mandatory. 
• 
Is UNM Complying 
With. Minority Quotas? 
A team of Dept.· of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) in-
vestigators will arrive on the UNM campus Monday to see if the 
University is complying with its affirmative action plan adopted in 
. Aprill9~6. · 
The HEW group from Dallas will also be looking into 
discrimination charges against the Family Nurse. Practitioners Unit, 
.. the Native American program at the College of Engineering, and a 
class action filed by a woman doctor in New York on behalf of the 
Women's Equity Action Leaaue. · 
Prof. Tony Hillerman. special aide to UNM President William E. 
Davis, said the group's main reason for the trip is to look into UNM's 
compliance with the lengthy affirmative action plan. "Basically, 
they're here to see how we're living up to our plans_," Hillerman said. 
flillerman said the group would meet with Personnel Director 
Phillip M. .Alarid and Affirmative Action representative June 
Wooliver Tuesday to discuss the compliance review. · 
The investigation of the Family Practitioners Unit is in (esponse to 
a discrimination complaint filed by a former woman employee. Fur-
. ther information about that complaint as well as the other two was 
·not available. · 
-
.Pave Paradise 
. Put Up A. Parking Lot .. ·. . ... 
By Garr GlasgoW . hearing o~ the third T~ursd~y of 
At a heating before the city's May. Until then, no actiOn Will be 
Environmental. Planning Com.. taken on the re.ctuest. 
mission Thursday morning, .. Twelve ·re"stdents, . of the area 
residents of· the University. com.- attended the hearmgs . and . sub· 
munity on .Harvard SE won- a 30· mitted a pet~~ion signed by o.ver one 
day deferment on a request .by hundred ne1ghbor~ protesung the 
Food way to put a parking lot on the req.ues~. for. a zomng . ch~nge .. The 
three hundrec:J block of Har-vard, res1dents say they .don t want a 
The proposed lot would service. the parking lot i~ their neighborho~d 
- Food way store c;n the cornet of an'd they don t want to deal Wtth 
·. Yale and Coal. · any more traffic problems from the 
Foodway wants to change the alre~dy mucb f~~quente~.store. All 
zone code of two lots on Harvard parues ot the ~hspute agree that the 
from a residential are"- to reserved store· must expand .to. adeq~ately 
parking. The commission ordered serve the ·. areaJ but . the .. res1d~nts 
the Foodway eompany to sub(llit , contend that there are. other opuons 
Koren Panagakos 
Residents ne•r th• Foodwav on Vale and coaltlte.pror,stinga.move by lite supermarlcet 
to enlarge 'Its parfdnolot~ Residents contend that It will Increase the par~~ng ~~ob/em near 
campus. · 
.. 
~ alternative plans at Ute ilelt zoning. {( onllnu,.:oJ,)I! Paae II) 
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Nuclear Breeder Dumped 
.8 WASHINGTON 
.3 (UPI)-Shirting fprther away from 
>. maclear power, the administration 
:; $aid Thunday it is canceUin& all 
Q contracts for a plut!)nium breeder 
8 reactor and addhtg $37,5 mUHon to 
'S the budget for conservation, solar 
:::£ power, coal and seothermal t prosrams. 
z President Cauter, however, ended 
ri a 1974 ban on sovernment sales of 
reactor fuel at home and abroad ~ and called for a new uranium 
- enrichment prosram to create such 
fuel. 
Energy officials said the nation 
will need between 300 and 400 
atomic power plants by the end of· 
the century, ·more than five times 
the number now in use, but 100 
fewer than the Ford Administration 
predicted last year. 
nuclear spending, including. the 
indefinite cancellation of the 
breeder reactor demonstration and 
of prograrns related to the reactor 
f\lel cycle. 
The revisions to Carter's 
spending plans for fiscal 1978, the 
second set of changes he has or-
dered .in energy prQgrams since 
Iakins office, reflected the new 
emphasis of str.h:t· f11el con-
servation. 
They also underscored Carter's 
determination to lead the way in 
preventing nuclear weapons 
proliferation by abandoning plans 
to 11se plutonium in reactors, a f11el · 
that also can be used to produce 
atomic bombs. 
Robert Fri, acting head . of the 
Energy Research.and Development 
Admi'nistration, said his agency is 
canceling all hardware contracts for 
the planned Clinch River plutonium 
breeder demonstration reactor at 
Oak Ridge, Tenn. · 
Fri said kiUing the Clinch River 
project allowed S62 million to be 
taken from the breeder budget in 
addition to SSS · million Carter 
re,!lloved when he pllt the program 
in • Li11lo in february and tran-
sferred it to other energy research. 
He said the remaining S.S89 miiHon 
would . be used for nonplutonium 
research. · 
Carter also dropped plans for a 
$4.4 million gaseous diffusio11 
enrichment plant at Portsmouth, 
Ohio, in favor of a $4.1 mUHon 
plant in Portsmouth or Oak Ridge 
that would use the once-secret 
centrifuge enrichment process. 
Fd said centrifuge enrichment . 
would save vast quantities of 
energy. 
To further the ·goal of non-
proliferation, Carter ordered 
ERDA to open the books once 
more to contracts for government 
supplies of enriched uranium fuel. 
The President hoped that by of- -
fering fuel for the · lifetime of 
reactors at home and abroad he 
could reduce the drive for other 
nations to get enrichment plants. 
· The President's new. spending 
pJan for fiscall978 would add $4.5 
million to conservation research, 
$12 million to coal and natural gas 
programs, SIO million to solar 
heating and solar electric efforts 
and $10 million for heating homes 
with geothermal energy. 
It also would provide S I million 
for a one-year study of the en-
vironmental impact caused by 
increasing amounts of carbon 
dioxide from burning fossil fuels~ 
Money for the increases would be 
provided by a Sl76 million cut in 
Price Tag Attached 
To Energy-Package 
The New 
Lucky'• Pizza 
All $1.00 Off Coupons 
Are The Remainder 
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Budget 
Director Bert Lance p11t a relatively 
modest pricetag on President 
Carter's controversial national 
energy package. Thursday, saying it 
might cost the government S7 
billion to SIS billion, total, through 
198S. 
PEACE CORPS & 
VISTA 
WIIII;Se On Campus 
It was the first officfai estimate 
of what the plan might add to 
federal spending, and Lance said he 
expected about S1.2 billion to S2.6 
billion of that expense would occur 
in the fiscal year that begins in 
October. 
A treasury official said· most of 
the S7 bUHon to SIS bUHon wo11ld 
be spent stockpiling the billion• 
barrel emergency crude oil reserve 
Carter wants estab~ished. 
That amo11nt would hardly dent 
the federal budget, but Capitol Hill 
reaction to Carter's proposals 
s11ggests his grand design for en-
forced energy conservation will face 
. tough sledding at any price. 
May2-4 
Interviewing 
Senior/Grads: 
. Placement 
Office, Mesa 
· Vista Hall & 
Law School Bldg. 
Sign Up Now! 
Repu bliC\lflS began zeroing in on 
the hard-hitting unpop11lar taxation 
features and the uneven economic 
impact on various geographic 
regions. Some Democrats did the 
same, and even the favorable 
comments had the flavor of faint 
praise. 
SMALL RANCH 
Commuting distance from 
UNM. 160 acres, trees, 
windmill, electricity. Good 
for family or.club. Jess . 
Reid, CAUGHRAN REALTY, 
255-5521, Re. 255-9041. 
LAW SCHOOL INTERVIEWS 
Counselors are available daily .at the 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY 
COLLEGE OF. LAW 
to offer guidance and career planning 
Calf or write USFV, 8353 Sepulveda Blvd. 
· Sepulveda, California 91343. TeJ. 213·894-5711 
The College of Law offers a. full-time 3· year day program as well as part-time 
day and eVening program!!. The school is fully accredited by the Committee of 
Bar Examiners of the State Bar of California. 
. . 
' ' 
, . W~lOO.JD 
~L!:\ll~ 
By United Pre.ss lrHema~ional 
Quake Rocks New Guinea 
PORT MORESBV, Papua New Guinea-A string of three strong 
eilrthq11akes followed by aftershocks r.ocked the Solomon Islands area 
· of the South Pacific Thursday, C1iusing some injurjes and damage in · 
Guadalcanal, scientists said. 
Observatory spokes~en in Pap11a New Guinea, SilO miles east of 
the Solomons, said radio reports from the volcanic island group 
reported "some injuries in Honaire," the main city on the island of 
Guadalcanal. 
Denver Gets Death Gas 
WASHINGTON-The' Army Thursday proposed fiyin~ lSOO 
trainin~ kits o( disabling gas, including lethal nerve gas, into Denver 
to demo11strate that it can be disposed of safely. 
Among types of gas involved would be a deadly nerve gas, which 
can be lethal if a single drop is inhaled, and other chemic!ll· agents that 
can cause death by blistering, choking or affecting a victim's blood 
stream, - · 
U.S.· T~ Set Up Cuba Office 
WASHINGTON-The State Department said Th11rsday the ad-
ministration is considering setting ·up a U.S. interest section in 
Havana, but has not consulted with Cuba on the matter. · 
Department spokesman Hodding Carter III made clear, however, 
that establishment of such an office-presumably in the Swiss Em-
bassy, which handles U.S. affairs there-is one of the ad-
ministration's options in seeking improved relations with. Cuba. 
Water Projects ·cut Heard 
WASHINGTON-The House Appropriations Committee began 
hearings Thursday on President Carter's cuts in water projects and 
members immediately let the administration know they were 11nhappy 
with the proposals. 
The lawmakers made it clear they disliked the weight the President 
gave to environmental considerations in deciding which projects 
should be scratched from the budget for the 1978 fiscal year. 
Soviets Quick to Criticize 
WASHINGTON-A White House spokesman Thursday dismissed 
Soviet charges that President Carter has broken election promises to 
Blacks, saying Carter welcomes the el!pression of opinions "no mat: 
ter how misinformed or ridiculous they might be." 
"We have long maintained that the government of the Soviet Union 
has the perfect right to say what it pleases," press secretary Jody 
Powell said. 
State May LegEJiize Laetrile 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.-A committee of the Florida House of 
Representatives Thursday approved legislation to legalize the con· 
troversial dmg laetrile, stressing it was a "hoJ)e, not a c11re for can· 
cer." · ~ 
The action means the bill now goes to the House floor for a vote . 
Similar l~~islation is pending before the state senate. 
Takers of the drug say it can relieve pain, restore a sense of well-
being and reduce the size of tumors. 
Carter Cancels Contract 
WASHINGTON-The administration will endorse a controversial 
defense pact with Turkey but will await progress on the Cyprus issue 
• before asking Congressional action on it, the State Department said 
Thursday .. 
The announcement followed a three-month review of the con-
troversial pact Secretary of State Henry Kissinger signed with Turkey 
last year. 
United Campus Ministry 
.. . 
A Progressil!e Cl1rislian Fellowship To Give Yo!' New P~wer 
5:30p.m. Sundays: Meal and Talk-it-Over 
12:?0 p.m. Thursdays: Soup N Scripture 
6:30p.m. Fridays: Singing Group 
'7:30p.m. Fridays: Games and Sharing 
.
fersonal C.oun. ·s.eling Alw .. ·.ays Av. ailable •t t ·At The United Ministries Center · 1801 Las Lomas N.E., 247"0497 Positil!e, Joyful, and Clnislian 
' 
.. ' 
·~ . ~.;. . 
'· . 
'' 
' 
•> 
• ,-1 
Studeots imercsled in taking Ftqsh french; an 
iri!Cnslve IS~hour French course, should comact 
Trueu Book at either hili office or home. 
Application$ for the New Me}(ico Clinical 
• EducaHon Program are available p.t the NCHO office 
in. Chi~ano StUdies. for mpre· information ·calJ '1,77 .. 
'l> 4731.. - ' 
~ --~-1-"' ' l-~1._,-.. • 
A Native American Studies mcedng wiiJ be held 
Monday April 25 a~ 3:30 p.m. nt Native Am~r!cM 
Studies. 
Phi Del~a THeta witt hold Its Greek Week Final 
Blowout Saturday at 8 p.m. 
Hispanic engineering stu-dents are invi1ed .lo ;i 
"mixer" for hish-school stu9.ent~ Saturd_l:'f, Apr. 23 
in Rm. 250-Cor-theSUB. 
Morlimer Arias will.~pea~ on 1fl'lbcrntiQn In L.ntin r:;::;.::;;;:;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;; 
AIT!cric~ and t.he Church'' ,Apr. 21 anct 22 _at 7 p.m. ill 
Umvers.uy UnHcd ,Mdhod1s1 Church, Silv<:r nnd Yp,lc 
SE. 
New Mi:xkans for hnprovcme:nt -or the Judicial 
S~stems (NMIJS) i!> sppn$prins a cltizensr conference 
on the Cn\.l~ts Saturday, Apr. 231n the Jury Lounge or 
the llernahlto -CQy.nty Co1Jrtl1ousc. For illformalion, 
:ontact David Gardner, P.O. Box 4007 1 Albuq01 
\-1.87106 or Saru Wnk~Jand1 277~241Q 
Re_glslcr for non-.~;redit yoga clas$ to ·he held 
Mor1day throu$h Friday, June lJ.Ju/y 8, See ·Dr. Dill 
Dcbroot In Johnson Oym, . 
A ''Career Exploration 1\0d Plnnnin_a" cQurse iS" 
being offercq through the G!!neral Studies PrQgram 
this FaLl. Register for General Stud1es 1.99-006. 
Ride The 
When the week's just begun and already yolire 
4 cllapters, 3 papers,~ outlines ~d 1 project bebiDd 
••• it's -~o time to get filled up. 
• 
®19 ·s 1M Miller !lr~wing co .. Milwaukee, Wis . 
."'t.· 
Lite® Beer from Miller. 
:Sverything you always wanted 
·in a beer. And less. · 
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An Editor's Viewpoint 
Bias Questioned. 
By Tim Gallagher 
~~ There seems to be a certain stillness settling over the Fine Arts Center 
~ and thll Music Department-a calm after the storm. Indeed, one music 
professor even told us, "There'~ a genera) good feeling settling in now. 
Everyone is much happier. [Music Dept. Chrmn. William] Rhoads said that 
the faculty is going to have a say in things noW." 
The calm was a long time coming and the tempest hit a peak these past 
few weeks with the rehiring of Dr. Susan Patrick and the report released 
by the ad hoc.Evalt,Jation Committee for Gfadudte Programs that said Dr. 
John Batcheller, present coordinator· of Music Education, should be 
replaced and the position of coordinator ought to be rotated "ar11ong per" 
sons with a diversity of interests." 
IN WEDNESDAY'S EDITORIAL, we agreed with that committee 
report, but also put some of the blame for the fiasco onto the shoulders of 
'Acting Dean of Fine Arts Donald McRae. The elimination of the un-
dergraduate degree in music history/literature was the work of Mr. McRae 
despite the objections of music faculty and students. 
(In fairness to Mr. McRae, he was under some pressure from the state 
Board of Educational Finance [BEF) which had "flagged" 24 programs 
because they did not have enough students enrolled in them. But McRae 
used some misleading statistics in trying to dump the program because 
there are enough students enrolled in the program to make it justifiable.) 
The real concern now is whether this brouhaha has done any good. 
ARTISTIC TEMPERAMENT being what it is, there will always be little 
struggles and strifes in an art-related department. I have been asked by 
certain people to "lay off" Batcheller and company, arid not "rub salt in 
anyone's wounds" by printing further stories. 
Quoting a television commercial, "To that, we politely say, 'BUNK.'" A 
newspaper's job is to keep the public informed and if there is a lousy 
situation in the Music Department should we wait six months to see if they 
correct the problem? 
Hell, no. 
We have talked to many graduate students, undergraduates and faculty 
mel)'lbers whi:J feel they are being railroaded by some heavy-handed of-
ficials aboveilt is our job to hear their complaints and search out replies to 
those complaints. No one, save bureaucratic fat cats, waits six months to 
see if a problem will go away. 
OUR FAIRNESS IN the handling of the·story was also questioned by 
Prof. Wolfgang E'. Elston who chaired the ad hoc committee and said that 
Dave Flynn's article and our editorial migl:lt have left some in9orrect im-
pressions. 
Mr. Elston was upset that we didn't print all of the committee's report 
that said Mr. Batcheller "possesses unique strengths and expertise in 
several areas, particularly elementary school music education." 
I refer Mr. Elston to the second paragraph of ou'r story in which Flynn 
quoted the report as saying there is "widespread dissatisfaction among 
the faculty and graduate students" on the very point the committee· 
praised him for-the expertise and emphasis on the ele.mentary level in 
music.education. 
What Mr. Elston is really upset about is the fact that the Music Depart-
ment hierarchy sent memos to President Davis and high level ad-
ministrators claiming the report was biased and 1,1sed the LOBO article as 
evidence of the bias. · 
I CHALLENGE ANYONE to prove to us that the committee's 
·evaluation, or our reporting of it, was biased. lndee!;l we know that Mr. 
Elston and the members of his committee bent over backwards to be un-
biased and spent many hOUJS searching out answers to all the questions 
raised by complainers. 
And we did nothing but present the news out of that committee's 
' - ' 
report. 
If anyone thinks reporting that a committee said a program coordinator 
ought to be replaced and a rotating system ought to be used isn'.t news, 
doesn't have the brains to read a newspaper anyway. 
DOONESBURY 
SCaJNP /MPtRAT!VE~ : 
7JIE!I?E /l!?J3 71MIE WilEN 
NA710NIIt INT&RESTIS 
MORE JMPORTIINT711/IN 
me tlltu 1 ---
.• . ·' 
Editorial Boara 
·'·, 
' : ;. " 
·· Editor·ih·Chief 
Tirn Gallagher 
"WHAT FISI-l P" 
111111111111111 Ullllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllll 0 Pin i 0 n lllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllltlllllllll;lllllllllllll;,,lllilll;lllllllllll 
. 
Four-We~k Drop Proposed 
From one extreme to another does this university 
go. Overreacting to turbulent times a decade ago, the 
U NM Faculty proposes that the current, unreasonable 
12-week period for dropping classes be changed to 
allow students an equally unreasonable two weeks' 
time to investigate their classes. 
The arguments used by the faculty in this case are 
good-except there can be rio argument which could 
justify a drop period only ten days long. Twelve 
weeks, as it now stands, is ridiculous because the 
student does not ~ave a commitment to the class he 
takes until the end of the semester-four weeks 
before the class ends. The faculty wants the student 
to act with speed and mature decision. This is 
reasonable. The faculty does not want to spend time 
po)icirig students. · 
Their proposal, however, is not a reasonable, 
equitable proposal designed to make the students act 
with responsibility. It is a' punitive, short-sighted and 
.. By John feldman 
inconsiderate extreme solution. Instead of offering 
four weeks (not too long a period of time, not tcio 
shortl, the faculty proposes two weeks, which would 
be untenable for the student. Many professors waste 
the first two weeks just trying to get out of neutral and 
into first gear. · 
Faculty, if you folks had just opted for four weeks of 
drop time, instead of the painfully insufficient period 
of two, you would have had no fight from studen-
ts-you might even have had their support. But two 
weeks takes all the responsibility you have, throws it 
all in the students' laps, and will make your life 
miserable by locking students hito courses they find 
they don't want to take. You are cutting your o\1\(n 
throats with a two-week limit. .. and once students 
realize what a two·w~ek drop. period wilf do to their-
academic selectivity and UNM experience~' yoJ wOll 
have a fight on your hands and the blame will all be 
yours. Why do you have to be so extreme? Why not 
think in terms of a four.-week compromise? 
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Batcl--;eller Called lOne of Finest' 
Editor: 
I was upset by your editorial and 
"objective" article (The 
Honeymoon's Over?) on Dr. John 
Batcheller. Before calling for his 
head, I feel you should demon-
strate some knowledge of the man 
and music education. 
As a senior in music education, I 
feel that Dr. Batcheller is one of the 
finest teachers I h;we had the· 
pleasure of knowing. He is firmly 
committed to the philosophy that 
music education should focus on 
every student, not just an elite few 
who are pt'lrformance-oriented. He 
has set up an excellent learning 
materials center, has brought in-
ternationally known music 
educators such as Mary Val Marsh 
to lead workshops on campus, and 
offers a class in music for special 
education. 
In my discussions with 
Albuquerque music teachers who 
have attended UNM, all have 
remarked on the fact that Dr. Bat· 
cheller' s classes provided them · 
by GarryTrudeau 
NER.VOIJS-
NESS. I'M 
S11tt S0/?.7 
OF !Niltf!E 
OPYOU,S/R. 
I 
with insight and valuable in-
formation concerning the teaching 
of music. I know that Dr. Batcheller 
has given me a solid foundation in 
music education, and I hope that 
he will remain in some capacity to 
benefit those that follow: 
David Ostrovitz 
Veterans 
Supported 
Editor: 
Once ,again UNM's ad-
ministrators have lost sight of a 
learning institution's goals. Ad-
ministrating with compassion in the 
matter of deferring tuition for 
veterans seems certainly in line 
with these goals. By not allowing 
the veteran ·to defer payment of 
tuition until payment is received 
from the VA, these administrators 
would appear to stifle, not 
promote, the noble goals of the 
University. . 
I believe that the University could 
if it wanted to, choose to let the 
veterans defer all or part of their 
tuition payment until they receive 
payment from the Veterans Ad• . 
ministration. I also challenge the:;e 
administrators to submit in writing ·-
to the LOBO a list of reasons for 
not deferring veterans' tuition, ' 
Lee Watkins 
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PI R·G Director -Calls Benavidez Letter J False'·· 
. Editor: 
A letter in the April 20 LOBO by 
Michael Benavidez contained 
several inaccuracies about PIRG's 
activities •. Mr. Benavidez charged 
that PIRG did not write our Ren· 
ter;s Guide but that Dean Mac" 
Pherson .and clinical law students 
had written and. edited it. This 
statement is completely false. The 
inside cover of the Renter's G1,1ide 
gives the proper credit to the 
authors, editors and artist of the 
handbpok. 
Four law students under the 
direction of. our attorney, Denise 
Fort, did the basic research on the 
Relations Act passed the New tenants. This is contrary, to the 
Mexico legislature iri 1975 most of statements that PIRG gave to . 
the· material in the clinical law Student Senate." First, PI RG never 
manual became obsolete. Tbe told the student senate it was ac-
PIRG Renter's Guide is an up-to- tively lobbying against the bill. As 
date explanation in simple · ·we told Mr. Benavidez during the ·· 
language of the .new law. We are course of the session we do not 
proud that it is now being used by consider the bill to make a very 
clinical law and many legal aid of" . significant difference in tenants' 
fices in New Mexico for their clien- rights. In fact, as Mr. Benavidez is 
ts. also aware, this opinion was shared 
Mr. Benavidez also accused us of 
not having "enough interest in the 
landlord tenant laws to lobby again· 
st a bill that made it easier to evict 
by the Albuquerque Legal Aid lob· 
byist. Legal Aid decided to make 
the bill a low priority because the 
bill is not expected to "have any 
great impact." The bill· may actually 
make eviction more difficult by 
requiring proof of two violations, 
the lobbyist noted. 
Mr, Benavidez's attacks on PIRG 
are unjust merely because he 
disagreed with our attorneys and 
those of the Albuquerque Legal Aid 
Society on the effect of a bill. We 
hope that he continues to "feel that 
PIRG is a good concept" and will 
support our activities in the future 
when he knows the facts about our 
work: 
Michael Huston 
Director, NMPIRG 
Renter's Guide. Professor Chuck c f d F ~~m~~oie~~-~~hr:c~~~ a~~~~~~/0~ on us~ · ol_ey · Ponders Election 
PIRG project; Dean MacPherson Editor: 
and clinical law students had What am 1 trying to say to you 
nothing to do With writing or all?. 
editing it. You see, I was in this election 
A few years ago clinical law and I lost. Now some people tell me 
students were given a 200-plus that maybe the election wasn't fair, 
page book to help them serve their · that maybe some people changed 
clients. Eight pages of this manual ballots and cheated'on the election.· 
dealt with landlord-tenant law. At 1 don't want to get involved in this. 
that time the clinical law office did 1 see it like this. 1 didn't cheat in 
not have a handbook on tenant- the election and I don't figure that 
landlord law to give to their cl!ents. anyone else did. either. 1 can't 
When the Owner-Res1dent believe that anyone could or would 
~Bricks, Apologies 
Editor: 
Given to· Dowling · 
I wish to correct a misleading impression presented by the LOBO article 
on the drop/add change. • 
Although I presented the bill to the Senate and am Mly in agreement 
with its provisions, I was not the author. Credit-whether applause or 
flying bricks-must be given to Prof. William Dowling of English who 
originally submitted the bill for thB"Senate's consideration. Inasmuch as he 
is not a member of the Senate it was necessary for someone else to in· 
troduce it, which I was delighted to do. -
. So you see, there is a fascist conspiracy on campus. 
Richard.M. Berthold 
(Editor's Note: The LOBO stands corrected and our apology, in the 
form of a flying brick, sent to Prof. Dowling.) 
• 
Prisoner Asks Help 
Editor: 
My name is John Loriol and I'm presently incarcerated in Attica State 
Prison for possession of LSD, 
This being my first offeflse, the loneliness and tensions of prison life 
have taxed my self control to the limit. 
I'm asking help from any.students who would correspond with me and 
ease a troubled spirit. Please send letters to: John Lorio!, P.O. Box 149, At· 
tica, New York 14011; 76A2958. 
John Loriol 
Qne Man's Family. 
Saves for Higher Education 
When the kids were_ young, this family started think· 
ing about college. 'rhey decided to open a special 
h.igh•interest Savings Account to build ~p enough 
money to finance their children's education! We 
have a savings plan for you, too! Come in for details. 
2828 Central SE 
Central at Girard 
268·3361 
•~tc:url~y + ~ 
••vlns• 
........ .c ........ _~_ .. 
willingly remark or miscount a vote 
to influencl'! the outcome of an 
election. I know I wouldn't, it would 
just be too weird. 
I also· think it is unhealthy for 
myself to suspect a conspiracy. I 
don't believe that a group of people 
could do something wrong and not 
have one of them spill the beans. I 
also figure that if the election 
wasn't fair that it's no skih off my 
nose because bad energy always 
catcMs up with you. If you do 
something wrong you can expect 
to get bad energy back. _ · 
But what am I going to do with 
my friends that say the election 
was bad? I trust these people and 
respect their opinions in more than 
just politics. I don't think that they 
would lie to me. I .can see no reason 
why I . should 
judgement. 
doubt their 
I think that the election has to be 
looked at. Perhaps a recount would 
be enough. I don't know how a 
second election could be held. No 
one could campaign. Would it be 
fair to the people who have already 
voted? Would anyone even bother 
to vote? The whole thing is just so 
stupid, but to let it blow off would 
be wrong, especially if someone did 
cheat. Yeah, I think the election has 
to be checked out. 
Jeremiah Foley 
pecial Sprfngtime 
Book Sale 
ENDS TODAY 
o.t 5:00 p.m. 
Universit_y of New mexico Press 
220 Journalism Building 
Co(ner of Yale and Cent(al N.E. 
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Dogs Tread 
Amok Ducks 
Albuquerque animal control officers were called to the UNM campus 
yesterday to help campus police cope with the problem of loose dogs run-
ning <~mok. 
But the dogs, perhaps with the help of .their owners, w~re shrewd 
, enough to clear out before the two control units arrived, and not one 
canine was apprehended, said Claude Nuanes, assistant superintendent at 
. city animal control. · . . 
Nuanes said that the campus police occasionally calLthe city to help out 
when the dog problem gets particularly bad, The University does not have 
its own animal control officer, Nuanes said, but most animal problems are 
handled by the campus police. · · · 
Nuanes said the control officers were called specifically to deal with 
dogs in the duck pond area. He said loose dogs ~ometim~s harass the ducks 
in the pond. . , . 
. "I think the ducks have more right to be in that pond than the dogs 
themselves,:' Nuanes commented. 
Protes.ters .Object to M inori 
. . 
·Policies 
By David Belling 
At a mall rally yesterday called 
by Chicano Studies and the Black 
Student· Union, students protested 
tlie administration which they say 
has placed minority study centers 
and some minority studies classes .in 
jeopardy. 
Students must unite in the face of 
administrative threats said Ezequiel 
Lope;~~ pn behalf. of Chicano 
Studies. 
. Lopez said, "The administration 
will "be making decrsions about us 
One Dollar s1oo One Dollar 
For All The Pool & Ping Pong 
You Can Play From 3-8pm At 
I Jiggs Pool Hall I 
Ladies Free Wed. 
20041f2 Central SE 
Behind Perry's, Next To Harry's 
-i.Dbcl &t-l:il-ill-1 
I· 
Movie-Goers Speeial 
~ .fol• 1.,rotu our Soda Fountain 
Friday and $aturday Nights 
When Y oci ShowY our Ticket Stub 
From Don Panchos or The Guild 
:.Laaa PHARMACY I 
in the summer and when we come 
back, there will be nothing we can 
do about them." He said they (the 
minorities) will have to be ready to 
act at any time when decisions on 
the minority centers and courses are 
made. 
Margaret Garcia said that by the 
end of this semester Chicano 
Studies will· have lost five courses 
and five Chicano profejsors 
· because of firings and cancellations 
of courses. 
'l 
The six courses that have been 
cut or will be cut'are"two courses in 
"The Chicano and the Law"· of-
fered by· American Studies, "The· 
Chicano Experie11ce in the South-
west" and "Sociology of the r 
Barrio" offered by the Sociology !'llllii.Jiall-
dept. and two sections of "Chicano 
Thought," offered -by the· 
philosophy dept. · 
Betta Duncan, a speaker from 
the Black Student Union, called for 
the students to become-more !!Ctive. 
She said, "We, as students, must 
demand more from the ad-
ministration. Students must stand 
up and demand rights.'' 
David Cooksey, Black Student 
Union spokesman, told about 200 1
1
" 
onlookers, that the rally was a unity 
and information exhibition "to 
inform students about the problems 
facing the minority centers." 
Photo by David Sel!ing 
Tobias Duran tells onlookers about the value of Chicano 
Studies, d~ring a rally for minority programs at UNM. 
1 We Serve All Your Needs 7 am~ Midnight 1 
·, 1 243·5601 · Yale & Central 1 
A central theme of the protest 
was united action among the· 
minority groups. Cooksey said 
there is a need to "unite all students 
in the struggle to make the four 
minority centers effective ·and to 
keep them here." 
Kidney Caper 
Raises Bucks 
For Foundation 
~--------~----------------------· 
BIRKENSTOCKS .. DONT FIT LIKE 
SHOES. THEY_ DONT FIT LIKE SANDALS. 
THEY FIT LIKE FOOTPRINTS. 
With most sandals and shoes you need a close fit so 
your foot won't slip around. 
But with Birkenstocks, you keep the straps loose, so 
your feet can move comfortably. Yet they won't slip around 
or fall off. The cork innersole is molded to fit your feet. 
· · . It feels·like walking on a smooth beach. 
If you need more convincing, ask someone who wears 
· tliem. Then come .see us and try on a footprint of vour own. 
Special: Bring this ad for 20~ Off 
your Birken•tock purchase until 
. . 
·April23. 
Earth Shoe 
Coronado Center 
.. 293-6530 
I 
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Money for Davis' ransom, which 
will go to the Kidney Foundation of 
New Mexico, is being collected at 
tables situated around. the 
University and at the Kidney 
Foundation. 
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and 
Ka!'pa Alpha Theta sorority 
kidnapped Davis Wednesday. . 
llulco'• ••t t .. ou.._e lallaerlca'• ••• • 
WANT 
-. • 
· Poncho \71lla 
j. 
·Work· Out of Substations 
'Beat-Cop' Concept Returns to City 
· By Ed Lopez Baca volunteered to oversee ·the 
Lt. Robert Baca of the .experiment which will run from 
Albuquerque City Police· Dept. J11n. 3, 1917 through Dec, 31, 1977, 
believes th.at sometimes the · old Baca said St.over will decide, after 
ways are bette·r. Baca has been the test period, whether neigh-
given one year to prove his point, borhood team policing will be used 
and if he's correct, Albuquerque throughout the city. · .· 
may be in for a new concept in Baca said patrol officers have 
police work. .reacted favorably to thddea. "It's 
".It's almost a return to the old given the men a big morale boost . 
beat-cop concept, . with the dif- They like the added responsibility. 
ferrence being that our patrol .and being told, 'It's your crime; 
.officers are better educated and you solve it.' Having patrol officers 
have better equipment," said Baca. do their own investigative work · 
qThe present system is not eliminates some communications 
working, and we are trying a new proplems between o.fficer and 
system of policing." detective." Baca also said mimy 
A 17-year veteran of the patrol officers like the idea of 
Albuquerque Police Dept., Baca is working in areas of the city where 
in charge of an experiment in they live. 
"neighborhood team · policing.'l "Our patrol officers are receiving 
The rtew system would have police extensive ,trainirtg in criminal in-
working out of substations in vestigation, crime identification 
different sections of the city. It and photography and are getting 
would give patrol officers more. more in-depth lectures on criminal 
investigative responsibilities and justice. from the district attorney's 
would mean working· more closely office," said Baca. "We now have 
with members of the community. a general police officer able to do 
The experimental substation is on specialist-type work." 
the west side of the city on the Baca said community 
University of Albuquerque com- cooper!ltion is important to a 
pus. The substation's are~. of . successful program. "The com-
responsibility is "everything west of munity is highly supportive. I've 
the Rio Grande River," Baca said.· · seen more support within the last 
"The old beat-cop knew the ·two months than in the past 17. 
criminals in the neighborhood and years." 
worked well with the local citizens. Each shift at the west-side 
During the 60's and 70's law en- substation is required to have a 
forcement became more "rap session" with members of the 
specialized, with each man doing a community once a week. One such 
little part in solving a crime. , session was recently held at a 
Investigative work was taken away church. An officer explains the 
from the patrol officer and turne neighborhood policing program, 
overto the detective," he said. discusses how individuals can help 
Baca said that under the present in crime prevention and shows a IS-
system, a patrol officer takes a minute film on the topic. "A neigh-
crime report and fowards it to the borhood can ·be the eyes and ears 
detectives. "The detective can for the beat officers," said Baca. 
easily get bogged down," said Officers have received valuable 
Baca. "He may already have 100 
cases and receive ten more each 
day." 
Two to three days can pass 
before the detective reads the 
·report, said Baca. "That time lapse 
is important. A longer time period 
of investigation makes it easier for 
the criminal to discard or destroy 
evidence. Crimes require prompt 
attention.'' · 
Baca said the use of substations 
would make patrol officers im-
mediately available to the area 
where a crime is · reported. 
"Albuquerque is too big. to operate 
out of just one station," he said. 
Decentralization, said Baca, would 
increase responsibility and ac-
countability for police work, and 
personnel and equipment could be. 
conirolled better. 
"It's the best form of policing 
any city could have," said Baca. 
"Police departments in Cincinnati,. 
·Ohio; Rochester, N.Y.; Dayton, 
Ohio; and Santa Anna, Calif. have 
had fabulous results.'' 
After police officials saw the 
favorable results othe~ cities have 
had using neighborhood team 
policing, they decided. to try the 
concept in Albuquerque. Police. 
Chief Bob Stover approved tl,e 
experimental substation last 
Noyember. 
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· information from members of the 
community, said Baca. When a· 
crimin~l who was being sought by borhood, the station received three 
the pohce showed up in one neigh- different phone calls. 
. I em1n et. 
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Beauty Salon 
The Masters of Innovation · 
Excluslvely by Appointment 
877-5855 
926 Isleta Boulevard SW 
' ....• 
PRINT GALLE:R."£.. 
.34-t.-,9 Ct.,Ltml.'l':E. 25tJ.:710.3 
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. Pho~aphs 
Woodcuts. 
l.it~phs 
. ·Ppsters 
Postcards 
· • «:11977 JOS. SCHLITZ BREWING CO .. MILWAUKEE. WIS. 
·TIE DUJ4 OF ER'S.QUICKIE QUIZ. 
Q: The best water for beer comes from: 
a).Big Duck Mountain. · · 
b) Underground from Tijuana. 
c) A small store in Macon, Oa. 
d) None of the above.· · 
A: (d) The w:ay some beer drinkers talk about water, 
you'd think Alice found it in Wonderland. 
Not that water isn't important to a beer's taste. 
It is. Very important. 
But the fact is, virtually all brewers filter· 
and further purify their brewing watet 
And Schlitz doesn't stop there. They put their 
water through what they believe is the most 
sophisticated purifying process of any brewer 
in the world. ·. . · 
So when they're through, it's purer than the .Purest 
springwater. 
THERE1JUST~E¥K)RD 
FOR BEER. 
11ft& 
• ANDYOUKHOWit 
Siglinda'Steinfuller .. 
· Dean of Beer 
· ... More Paradise ..• Cops Beat. 
. . 
(Continued from Page .1) (Continu!!d from Page 7} 
av;J.i\able to Food way plann~rs. Stronger police community 
relations have had a deterrent effect 
Edie Cherry,.a spokesperson for on crime, said Baca. "Awareness of 
the neighborhood group, and a the cooperation has gotten to th~ 
member of the architecture faculty criminal.. He· now knows an officer 
at UNM said at least two solutio.o,s is investigating, talking to people 
remain. First, she said, Food way and no longer forwarding a case to 
could buy an existing store ill a . a file or a detective.'' · 
nearby area to relieve the traffi~; at 
the store. Another alternative is In contrast to the present system 
that they .could expand the present of policing, patrol officers .may 
store to the north, which would spend better than half theirtime out' 
necessitate the purchase of TV-I of the police car doing investigative 
property, which is suitably zoned. work and stregtheniqg community 
relations under the new concept, 
Cherry l:ldmitted that the first Baca said. 
alternative was not a likely . Baca said he h'opes his ex-
solution. She also said the Foodway perimental program will result in 
people told herthatat one time they' fewer crimes and in better solutions 
had considered expanding into the oCcrimes. Another goal Baca has is 
TV-I property. However, a TV-I to increase the case-clearance ratio. 
representative, Marvin Burianek, Nationally, the ratio stands at . 
director of support services, said about 20 per cent, said Baca, which 
that as far as he knew, TV-I had not ,, means only two out of every ten 
been approached and that they are crimes is solved by arrest.. 
currently using the building. 
' . 
The manager of the ·Food way 
store, Larry ··Hicks; ·refused to 
discuss eith11r .. the . committee's 
Thursday decision or Foodw'ay's 
plans. The district ·manager, of 
, Winn-Dixie, .Foodway's parent· 
company was out of town, ac· 
. cording to Hicks' secretary. 
Albuquerque's . case-clearance 
ratio stands at about 19 per cent. 
After two .and· a half months in 
operation, Baca's west-side ration 
is 35 per cent, almost double. the 
city's average. "We hope to be able 
to maintain that average," said 
Baca. 
Should Chief Stover decide to· 
The residents plan to meet with 
Foodway's architect next month to 
discuss other alternatives and. 
solutions. The meeting is scheduled 
for May 4 at 7:30 p.m. at the 
University Heights United 
Method!§t Church. 
· implement ·neighborhood team 
policing throughout the city, the 
initial cost of building substations is 
expected to be high. ·~But you have 
to weigh the initial costs against .the 
long~run effects," said Baca. "In 
the long run it will pay for itself." 
.• . 
Automatic 
Electronic Flash 
with the 35mm Buy of the Year! 
' 
Looking for' a quality 35mm SLR 
Vlvi .. AR system at a reasonable price? · 
· ... • Here it is! The.super, value•paAked, 
SLI~ M Vivitar System 35 Camera Outfit, ~.-.I SIR with FREE Automatic Electronic JS Flash! In a single package, you 
• have everything you need for takJng 
beautiful, sharp photographs! 
The Vivitar System 35 features: 
• Vivitar 250/SL Camera with . 
through-the-lens metering-
your ch"oice of chrome or 
. professional black finish 
• Vivitar 50mm f1.8 lens- a great 
. normal lens- produceS' razor-
. sharp photographs 
• FREE! Vivitar MoCiel200 Automatic Electronic Flash 
Unit- de-livers perfectly exposed pictures 
automatically! 
• Vi.vitar 13Smm f2.8 telephoto lens- great for sports 
and nature photography 
"'Vivitar 2X tele converter- turns your i35mm into a 
super. frame filling .270mm telephoto for those dramatic 
close-ups 
•VivitarEnduro Gase- rugged, body-contoured styr'ing 
-.·handles all your System 35 equipment with 'ease 
Vi•litar System 35 .:_.for the action photographer! 
SAVE S159°0 
ONLY s2ggoo 
3417Central, NE 
election 
ervice. 
• 
atis(action 
524 Coronado Center · 
. 
.. 
FOR ALL YOUR 
CAMERA NEEI?S 
266-:17e6 
299-4473 
• 
l 
This Weekend 
... 
The Early Music Ensemble will 
turn Keller Hall into a 1 (ith Century 
scenario Sunday night at 8: 1 S p.m. 
as the $fOUP will play instruments 
and music indicative of the 
"Rennaissance" period. 
The program directed 'by faculty 
members Floyd Williams and Susan 
Patrick will feature 1.4 musicians 
performing on such Renaissance 
instruments as recorders, double-
reed crumhorns, viols, gambas, 
cornettoes and sackbuts, 
Patrick said, about 
"Renaissance" music, "It's the 
closest thing we have left to folk 
music." 
Professor George Robert, 
pianist, and associate professor and 
cellist Joanna de Keyser will appear 
in concert tonight in Keller Hall in 
the Fine Arts Center at 8: IS p.m. 
The program will include 
"C.P.E. Back Concerto in A 
Major," "Elegy" by Faure, 
"Capriccio~> · by .Lukas Foss, 
Beethoven Sonata, Opus 69, and 
Pampeana No. Two" by Alberto 
Ginastera. Tickets are at the Fine 
, Arts Box Office. 
The students ate Barbara Baker, 
Sally Bissell, Zon Eastes, Allison 
Edwards, Jerri Ewing, Pat Gamble, 
Joan Hinterbichler, Karl Hin-
terbichler, Ann La Berge, Art 
Sheinberg, Coleen Sheinberg, Bob 
Shlaer, John Truitt and Mary 
Live Talent . Sear~h · at Sound 
Ideas at 1624 Eubank NE will 
provide the ex~itement for your 
Saturday afternoon. Emcee Tom 
Dunn will be hosting the show from 
1 to 6 p.m. There will also. be live 
disco throughout the day with free 
soft drinks. 
Th. Eofly music Ensemble with their directors will undergo a renaissance as 
they travel bock In time Sunday night In Keller Hall. . 
. Zuercher • 
The ensemble will be performing 
tunes by such noteables as 
Johannes Ghiselin, Henry the VIII, 
Clement Woodcocke, William 
Byrd, .Philippe Verdelot, Antonio 
Cesti and Adriano Banchieri. 
Jazz Quartet 
'mannequins· 
Review by R. Fr~man 
The Modern Jazz Quartet (MJQ) 
has seen great. days. It still plays a 
flaw.less-,-eoncert;··' as •;it' did wed~ ' ;. .;:, 
nesday night in Albuquerque's Kiva · . 
Auditorium. But its great days are 
over: it was flawless as man· 
nequins. 
Somewhere along the line, MJQ 
gave- up its energy for respec-
tability. Its soft jazz has softened 
into a jazz form of muzak. Its 
tempo has slowed to a pace around 
that of a heartbeat rhythm between 
transplants. It has thickened. MJQ 
is closer to death and less inspired 
by it. 
MJQ's ascendence from be-bop 
into boredom provided 
Albuquerque's upper-middle-cl;ass 
concert-going audience with what 
seemed to be perverse delight. 
Dressed and perfumed, executive 
and junior-executive types sat in the 
dark of the auditorium stationary 
as if they were watching television .. 
But they clapped like seals after 
every solo round, and bellied out 
imitation ''Wooo's" (rock concert 
style) when the tempo picked up to 
4/4 time. 
They seemed to split their skins 
with excitement whenever 
vibraharpist Milt Jackson lingered · 
over a harmonic. Some leaped up 
with · the mandatory standing 
· ovation before they realized the 
lights were only coming on for 
intermission. 
Wednesday's concert was the 
homecoming event for MJQ pianist 
John Lewis, who was raised in 
Albuquerque and studied music at 
UNM, I hoped John wouldtake the 
opportunity to show off a little play 
his piano. Well, John didn't. 
Occa:sionally be moved his feet a · 
little, and he pulled out an ample 
hankerchief to wipe his forehead as 
if he was sweating • 
There was no, .sweat in MJQ's 
music. In fact, it had lost all in· 
dlcation of ever having been rooted 
in the body, especially rtetve • 
' .. 
'"A~ ,...,_ <> - __ ., "• 
. . . Put your expensive eye 
behind our.inexpen&ive System 35:M •• and WON. 
Just about any of the great photographs you see 
could have been taken with Vivitar System 35. 
Plus one good eye. Vivitar System 35 is a most 
inexpensive way to get serious about photography. 
The basic limitation is your own creativity and skill. 
Vlvitar 220/SL 35mm ~mara Center-welg hted 
match heedle metering system/Speeds from 
1 11000 to 1 s'econd plus "8" for lime expo-
sure/Electronic flash sync at 1/125th 
second/Urtiversal thread mount 50mm 
f1.Biens/8uilt-ln hot shoe/Self timer I 
t=ilm-in•chamber indicator I ASA Range 
25-1600. ViYitar Automatic Electronic 
Flalh Up to 200 flashes from one single 
CiPonder & 9estj lnc.~t971 
Vivitar. ·system 35 
9 volt alkaline battery. Vivltar Automatic 
135mm f2.8 fen• Super focal length 
for portraits/ About 21/2 times larger than 
normal image. Vlvitar 2X Tale Converter 
Doubles the effective focal length of your 
lenses/ Converts the 50mm lens to 1 OOnim/ 
the 135mm lens to 270mm. Vlvltar Enduro 
Case carries the entire system com-
fortably and securely while hiking, cycling, 
skiing, etc. Find the nearest Vivitar dealer and 
ask for a demonstration. 
Marketed in the U.S.A. by Ponder & Best, Inc. 
Corporate Offices: 1630 Stewart Street, Sania Monica, 
CA 90406. In Canada: Vivilar Canada Ltd./Ltt!e 
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G>ff the LG>s·e Turntables 
'O 
"' 
Countr.Y, Rock and Jazz on Records 
The Statler Br(Jthersi"The C(Juntry 
America L(Jves"ISRM J.-1125 
. Yesterday and Today/London PS 
677 
Other songs of interest include 
"Fast Ladies· (Slow· Gin)," a 
relentless rocker; "Game Playing 
Woman'.' which includes . an 
epileptic guitar jam and ''Animal 
Woman", a steady rocker with 
lyrics nothing short of risque. The 
single is "Alcohol'', a· sing-along 
commercial attempt. 
Mercury . Review by George Gesn2r 
R~view by Robert Spiegel 
' ' Although the Statler Brothers' 
new album probably won't make 
them any new fans, ,their old stand-
by listeners won't be disappointed 
by The Country America Loves. 
Out of the city that spans the 
Golden Gate, Candlestick Park and 
Telegraph Hill and the city. that 
·spawned su9h groups as Jefferson 
(Airplane) Starship, Quicksilver 
and Grateful Dead comes a group 
that takes yesterday's sound ideas 
Tennille Qnd (QptQin 
Toni Outshines Her Skipper 
Come In From The Rain/The Captain and Tennille/ A&M SP-4700 
Review by Rachel Dixon · 
America's Number One Happy Couple, next to Donny and Marie, is the 
Captain and Tennille. They have made a third album that surpasses the 
first two in both diversity and feeling. · . 
The album begins with the title song written by Melissa Manchester. 
"Come In From the Rain" brings out the rich deep beauty in Toni Ten-
nille's voice. She sings it with a wistful catch in her throat, a song born of 
experience. 
· Like a warm spring afternoon spent with good' friends, her voice 
smoothes out the rough edges of life's troubles-a returning lover is 
welcomed back with hope and love and sad eyes have "only to live to 
smile.'' 
Tennille qas opened up her style for more than a "l'm-so-h,appy, life-is-
peachy'' groove. She belts out a torchy "Sad Eyes" and sings an achingly 
vibrant ''Don't Be Scared.'' 
"Easy Evil" is the first song I've heard her sing that implies that S-E-X 
lives past marriage. When she sighs., her voice gets huskier as she sings, 
"Sometimes I don't know what I'm doing til I'm done," I'm inclined to 
think she knows.what she's singing about. Shame on y'all, I didn't know 
married people did that sort of thing. 
As usual, her sisters Melissa and Louisa. Tennille sing the background 
vocals. All together with her husband, Daryl Dragon (Captain), the album 
is really a family affair. Even the Captain and Tennille's ugly bulldogs get 
into the scene with their picture on the front album cover, 
Let there be no mistake, though, Toni Tennille is the star of this album 
with h~:r beautiful voice that gives me the shivers every time I hear it. 
· These are mosUy new songs by 
Don Reid and Lew Dewitt. Half the 
album .is humorous songs hi the line 
of "The Class of '57.'' There are 
no new classics here like "Flowers 
.on the Wall," their first hit 12 years 
ago. 
Through the years since 
"Flowers on the. Wall," the Statler 
Brothers have maintained a 
standing in the country field as a 
humorous group, m1,1ch like the 
Coasters were in early rock and 
roll. 
Tlieir humor has always been 
gentle satire which affirms rather 
than questions the validity of 
contemporary American life. They 
don't pretend to be serious, but 
they can be f11n. 
"There's lots of things in this old 
world; fancy cars and pretty girls, 
some things I like more than sunny 
skies. " Movies the obvious single 
from this album is a celebration of 
the good life of movies and. the 
electricity that makes them 
possible. "Thank you, Thomas 
Edison, for giving us the best years 
of our lives." This may offend 
some listeners, but it seems to be 
more teasing than a statement. Half 
the album is filled with songs like 
this, though most of .them are 
weaker. These songs are corny, but 
not bad for the first few listenings. 
The problem with this album, 
and the Statler Brothers in general 
is that it's not possible to pack all of 
these songs on an album without. 
scaring the listener away. They have 
tried to solve this problem by 
adding a few contemporary country 
songs such as, "Blue Eyes Crying in 
and puts them into today's music. • ·Yesterday is today and today will 
Yesterday andJ'oday is a quartet become the .future and Yesterday 
of frantic rockers that are taking · and Today are bridged. at the nexus 
off in fine style. Imitation is a bad of fame and fortune. Rathe the 
word, but the group seems to be album A minus. 
influenced by very recognizable 
sour9es. Normally, imitating 
S'!meone' s style can be the downfall. 
for a fledgling group but Yesterday 
·and Today builds its strength on 
that foundation. 
Although Leonard Haze 
(drums), Phil Kennemore (bass) 
and Joey Alves (rhythm guitar) are 
competent musicians, the key to the 
group's success has to be whiz 
guitarist Dave Meniketti who like a 
chameleon can transform into 
another mold. 
Meniketti and the group seems to 
be influenced directly by Leslie 
West, Robin Trower and Rory 
Gallagher. "25 Hours A Day" js 
typecast to Mountain's power hit 
"Mississippi Queen " with its 
driving beat and simple lyrics. 
25 Anniversary Reunion/Dave 
Brubeck Quartet/A&M Horizon 
SP-714 
Review by Thomas LiQdsey 
They used to come on with aU 
those forbidding time signatures 
like 2/8 · and 7/4, those intense 
modern-art covers, and that "we-
. are-serious-artists" stance; now 
they're back together (first time 
sonce 1967) and positively having 
fup! 
Time has not dulled their 
abilities; indeed, given that the 
word "time" in all its meanings is 
so resolutly tied to the mystique of 
this group, it has only sharpened 
their abilities. 
Drummer Joe Morello, as ever a 
master of·polyrhythms and with a 
superb "ear" is virtually blind now, 
but plays as great as he ever did. 
Bassist Eugene Wright's work has 
gotten more daring and he's 
pursued composing more. His piece 
"African Times Suite" here . 
features his sonorous, humorous 
virtuoso soloing bot!:I with and 
without the bow. 
I think Tennille believes every word she sings and it is that very spirit 
that shows the difference between her and all the others who try to sing 
songs of love with any kind of credibility. 
the Rain," which comes across so 
(Editor's N(Jte: Reviewer Rachel Dixon is President of the Moon River polished it almost doesn't sound 
"Earthshaker" vibrates the 
ground you stand on with 
Gallagher style vocals and the basic 
Foghat boogie power. Even more 
reminiscent of the Irish rocker's 
style ~s the album's finale and best 
number, "Beautiful Dreamer." .. 
The piece fluctuates from an earthy 
rock-blues sound to a beautiful and 
melodic rock chorus harmony. 
Humor is infectiously spread 
throughout the cuts (recording in 
concert settings last March) 
whether it is Eugene breaking the 
cats up with a quote from 
"Stranger In Paradise" in his solo 
in "St. Louis Blues", Brubeck 
doing self-parodies of his so-called 
"heavy handed" piano ·style, or 
altoist Paul Desmond playing 
"sweet" slurs prior to his solo 
entrance. Like I said, these guys are 
having fun with their music; but at 
that they are giving the listener 
Fan Club.) human. Their treatment makes me 
c u sa 
ITAIIIAN 
0 f8~8Q ~ 
. 2206 Central SE 
yearn to hear Willie Nelson's rough 
voice. 
Most of their non-humorous 
songs suffer the same. problem. The 
Statler Brothers' singles are fun, 
but their albums just aren't 
necessary. 
k pinpoint Robin Trower sound-
alike presents itself in "My Heart 
Plays Too.'' The song could have 
been a welcome piece in tlie Trower 
file. The vocals even em brace the 
earthy style of James Deqar of the 
Trower group. 
r:=;:::::::::;;:::;::;::::::;;:::;;:::;::;::;::;::::::;;:::;;:::;::;::=:::::::====:::::::::;::;;::::::::;=::::::; · really good jazz, too. It may be the 
best music any of them have 
recorded for nine years at least. AcAPULco 
RESTAURANT 
Mexican Food-Specializing In Burritos 
Open 7 Days 
ll am ·8 pm. 
Complete 
Mexican Dinners 
Call Ahead For Carry Out Service· 
14 Centr;ll Ave. NE 
242-0921 
COPIES 
P. l).~'fl .. P.OS:rAL@> fl J:' INSTANT 
PRESS 
2818 Central S.E. 
$1.59 SPECIAL 
For Friday, Saturday; and Monday 
HERO SANDWICH, 
(Spice Ham, Bologna and American Cheese, with Garnish) 
· For outgoing orders call SMALL DRINK and SMALL FRIES 
.. 255·3696 
·with this ad 
'" 
The 
Biggest .Party Weekend Ever 
At The ASUNM/PEC · 
J II 
·lit The Student Union Building 
Next To Pronto's 
Friday, Aprll t!t!, 8:3o:..i.t!:30 . 
Albuquerque Pre•ier Koek &. Roll Band 
• 
Saturday, April t!3, 8:30-12:30 
The Fantastie S~ow &. Danee Baud· 
Ct 
IIIII 
. 
A.St!S.OO gift eertifieate from the General Store 
will be given to the best-dressed eouple eaeh 
night_ 
• Cllll 
A 815.00 gift eertifieate froJU the General Store 
'will be given to the best daneiug eouple during 
. · the danee eontest song eaeh night . 
Also Appearing 
T~e .~antastie•Ever-Popular-Edible 
' 
DIDLIBAK . ' 
Free Ad~n~sston to the first :lo people eaeh night 
Adinisstou Priees 
Students 
(with Uitiversity,ID Card) 
Plus One Guest 
50e 
Pub lie 
81.50' 
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Spring Sale of Casu~ 
Styles for Young Men! 
Save on cotton 
knit pullover 
"Rugby" Shirts 
Thc'season's fashion choice in cool 
100~'/r cotton in bright "rugby" style 
knit pullover shirts perfect for your 
casual moods. 
Were 1000 & 1200 
• Strombetp Chllrp 
• Master Charge 
• BankAmericNd 
Save 610 on these · 
Casual style shoes 
Were 30od 
2300 
'1\1/o styles with 8IIIOOlh 
leather uppers, -
with suede lellther 
IIpper. PMidc!d coiiAir. 
New "lnapil'lltion 
bottama··~ Colora: 
oxblOod, lind tan In 
-lh leether. 
Rustin sUede. 
Reductions 
on Famous 
Levi Jeans 
Big savings on nationally known 
levis, Big Bells, F1ares, 
Straight leg and Boot Cut. 
Were 13CIO to 17"" 
890to 1 90 
Umited Quantities 
Trend Shops 
In our Nunn 
Bush Shoe 
Department 
Montgomery Plaza Mall & Winrock Center 
Both sto.-es open Mon.-Fri. from 10 until9. 
Saturday from to untll6. Sunday from 12 until 5. 
.; . , ..... . . 
.. 
-~ .- . ' 
'. 
ffiovi·e. Guide 
CompUed by Lynda Sparber 
Network, the film which im-
mortalized ''I'm mad as hell and 
I'm not going to take it any more" 
in the Lobo newsroom, shows at 
7: 15 and 9:30 p.m. at Los Altos. 
Rocky, the Academy Award. 
winning story of a down-on-his-
luck boxer fills the bill at Los Altos 
at 7:40 and 9:55p.m. 
Airport '77 is tauted as being 
second only to the original Airport 
in quality. ETA at the Mall Cinema 
is 7;20 and 9:30p.m. 
Demon Seed is a weird and 
frightening tale of computerized sex 
stari'ing Julie Christie. Showing at 
Montgomery Plaza; times are 7:45 
and 9:45 p.m. • 
Sllver Streak, the tale of crime 
and comedy on a train continues 
for its 19th week at Montgomery 
Plaza at 7;30 and 9:55 p.m. 
Young Frankenstein adds Mel 
Brooks' humor to the horror classic 
at Montgomery Plaza; 7:30 and 
9:30p.m: 
LoUta, the once-scandalous film 
about nubile love, shows Firday in 
th,e SUB Theater fc;~r a buck at 7 and 
9:15p.m. 
Grand Dluslon, a Renoir classic 
on war and POW camps in. WWI 
plays in the SUB Theater Sunday 
night at 7 and 9:15p.m. 
• The Eagle Has Landed details the 
plot to kidnap Winston Churchill 
and stars Donald Sutherland, 
Michael Caine and Ropert Duvall. 
Th~ LOBO reviewer was disap-
pointed. It is showing at the 
Louisiana Blvd. Cinema at 7 and 
9:30p.m. 
The Domino Principle, starring 
Gene Hackman and Richard 
Widmark, dabbles in assassination 
conspiracy and suspense at • the 
Louisiana Blvd. Cinema at 7:30 and 
9:30p.m. 
The ·Late Show has Art Carney 
playing an aging private eye with 
his cohort Lily Tomlin. See the 
LOBO review in this issue. Showing 
at the Louisiana Blvd. Cinema at 7 
arid 9 p.m. 
The Phil!ldelphia Story and 
Woman of the Year are the latest 
fare of the MOM Festival at Don 
Panchos. They play Friday and 
Saturday night. Sunday starts the 
run of Ben. Hur. 
The Marquise of 0 presents 
unexplainable . conception in this 
adaption of the novel by Heinrich 
von Kleist. Showing at the Guild, 
See the LOBO review. 
Reincarnation of Audrey Rose is 
said to be one of the better ren-
ditions of .reentry into this world 
from the other, Times at the Lobo 
Theater are 7:40 and 9:50p.m. 
The Enforcer, another of the ' 
Clint Eastwood's "Dirty Harry'~ 
films, is showing at the Hoff-
mantown Theater at 7:30 and 9:30 
p.m. 
It's Alive, Which appears to be in 
the tradition of Rosemary's Baby, 
urges you to bring company to the 
Hiland Theater. 
Slap Shot js a hockey comedy 
starring Paul "Pu~;:k" Newman. It 
starts tonight at the anema f!ast. 
Fun with Diek and Jane deals 
with unemployment and its 
problems in an upper-class family • 
This comedy stars Jane Fonda and 
George Segal and is at the Cinema 
East at 7:45 and 9:40p.m. 
' . 
Porn Porn Girls toys at high 
school fantasies wbile.managing to 
retain a PO rating. Featured at the 
Eastdale at 7:15 and 9 p.m. Editor's 
note: The film was rated R on its 
first run. 
Wizards, the animated fantasy 
with social and political symbolism, 
continues at the Galena at 7:45 and 
9:40p.m. 
The Last Hurrah with Spencer 
Tracy and William. Holden starts at ' 
the Galeria at 9 p.m. It is preceded, 
by Golden BOy:at 7 p:in: •·· · ''•'" _,}, 
Black Sunday bits on terrorism 
and political trauma at the Super 
Bowl ala a blimp. Showing at the 
Fox Winrock at 7 and 9:30p.m. 
MIDNITE MOVI 
ANlONIONI's 
IAIIRIIKII 
POl 
266-7756 
Featuring 
A 'taste 
of 
ALL SEATS 
vn&-•nY MIDNIGHT 
4310 Central SE 
talyantastic Subs And Suds 
Returning Sunday Nights 
The Watennelon Mountain Jug 
Band . 
Mon. - Sat. Ozone Express 
Playing Progressive Co~ntry 
Happy Hour 
4·8 Fri. With 
Daily Doubles 
5-7 Mon. • Sat. 
Daily Doubles 
;\Inn. :\tl(hls t\ \\ t•l '1-Siairt Ctm!t•st 
.C~tney Qnd Tomlin StQnd ·Out In Late ShoW -..... . 
if 
The L!lte Showil' playing at the 
Louisiana Boulevard Cinema. 
The satire is subtle and amusing, 
never harsh or ugly, ~ce the 
director, Robert Benton (wh,o 
previously made an excellent 1972 
western called fJad Campany), 
seems to have a great deal of af-
fection for the genre lie is working 
in. Luckily, Benton decided · to 
stress mood, humor, and 
characterization rather than plot, 
because the mystery· presented here 
is rather banal an(! needlessly 
complex. 
-
hope ·so, ~because this movie, and 
the. people responsible for it, 
deserve respect, not. !ierision. 
"' makes one feel good is such a rarity ;!:: 
these days, Maybe that's why The ~. 
Late Show appears so mucb better 8 
than It really is, u 
Review by Dan Humenick 
The Late Show is a highly en-
. tertaining parody of old. detective 
movies and the cast, which includes 
Art Carney, Lily Tomlin and Bill 
Macy, is a fine one. · 
. - - ' 
Art Carney plays over-age 
private detective Ira Wells, whose 
friend Harry (Howard Duff, in a . 
30.second cameo) is murdered one · 
night as Ira is just st11rting on his 
memoirs, Naked Girls al)d Machine: 
Guns . 
Ira vows to find Harry's killers. 
He gets soli,Je help from old 
. acquaintance Charlie (Macy) avd 
crazy client Margo (Tomlin). 
Suspects turn up and are quickly 
discarded, mainly . because they 
invariably end up murdered before· 
they can even begin to be 
questioned. Th!l inystery is finidly 
solved, of COI!rse, but only after 
nearly the entire cast is slaughtered 
in a climactic shoot-out. 
Throughout all this, Ira an.d 
Margo slowly fall in ·iov~ (?), and 
· their relationship is really the inain 
interest of the movie. The mystery, · 
which is quite-. incomprehensible; 
plays a mere supporting role~ 
A quiet, "nice" little filnt that 
Specials 
Mon. -Fri . 
All Drinks 
2 For 1 
5-8pm 
Shrimp. 
Cocktail 
81.00 .. 
... 
Art Carne~ and Lily Tomlin 
Rohmet PGints on Film 
The . night I saw the film, 
audience reaction was unbelie.vably . , . 
hostile. The crowd laughed heartily· 
when people were killed, giggled 
derisively when Ira had a severe 
stomach ulcer attack, and talked 
incessantly during the quieter, less A Fine Drinking Establishment · 
Review by George Gesner 
The Marquise of 0 •.. is the newest Eric Rohmer film to hit Albuquerque 
following such of his classics as My Night at Maud's, Claire's Knee and 
Chloe in the Afternoon. · 
• "exciting" moments. • 
The film is an excellent one and puts the yiewer in a cinematic art gallery 
to enjoy the $ight of a beautiful painting, This is not to say it's. a silent 
film, for the fine acting adds a hard dramatization to the canvas. 
I hope this situatio1,1 is a ·rare 
occurrence. Perhaps it was jllst an 
unlucky coincidence, ~ith ine 
showing up at the theatre the slime· 
night the members of the 
Albuquerque Sadists! Society 
decided to take in a movie. I really 
.The tale starts with a dashing · 
Russian officer ' (Bf\111<1· • Ganz). • ;=.:;:;:::;::::;::=:;:::::;:::::=:=;:t==::;:::=::i::::::=:::::::===~~n~r.;;~i;l~=j 
saving·the Marquise (Edith Clever) S d 
from a band of would-be rapists atur ay Maste,r,~iece 
during the Franco-Prussian War. 
She is put on an opium-tea con-
coction to puther to sleep. 
Ganz, though, penetrates the 
woman without her knowing. Roh-
mer took the sleeping pose of th~ 
opium-infested Clever from ·a 
• Near 1he top of any list of the world's greatest films must 
'·come Jean Renoir's anti·war classic, GRAND ILLUSIO.N~ Set 
against a prison escape of French aviators from a German 
- Prison Camp in World War I, Erich von Stroheim and Pierre .. 
famous painting. 
Months later Clever shows signs 
of pregnancy and does noi. un-
derstand her condition, -as she has 
no clue to the father. Rohmer 
characterizes the Victorian attitude 
of Clever's parents and brother 
quite well in the .scene where they 
banish the pregnant girl from the 
house. 
. Ganz finally admits his part in 
the pregnancy and they marry, but 
not happily. After years of discon- · 
tent they make up. 
Rohmer uses · a black-out 
technique that was very effective in 
· time transfer.and niood changes. It 
. was interesti~g, though, that Roh-
iner . djdn 't' really develop the 
emoiio·nal element of the actois. 
He spent more time painting the 
scenes. The pastel effect was 
beautiful. The movie was beautiful. 
(Editor's Note: This lnovie has 
no connection with the infamous 
StoryofO.) 
Le Paro.site 
· '"Le Parasite" by Tristan 
L'Hermite will 'be the lOth· play 
directed by UNM French professor F · 
Claude-Marie Senninger for the 
annual Theater in Cubes sponsored 
by the UNM 'Department of 
Modern and Classical <Languages 
Aptil23-24 •. ~ ''" 
. Presentations of the play will be ' · 
at8. p.m. April23 and at 3 p.m. and . i. 
S.p.m. April24 irr the Humanities \ 
Theater at the UNM Humanities 
.Building. Tickets are $ LSO for · · 
students and $2 for others. 
A 17th century Baroque. play, 
"Le Parasite" is "Commedia del 
arte where masks conceal one level 
of their inttigue in' order to create 
' Fresnay enact · 
A.S.U.N.M. 
his drama of the 
fading glory and 
honor of - war. 
The total sen· 
selessness of 
war has never 
been stated as 
convincingly !IS 
in GRAND 
ILLUSION. 
Sub Theater 
Popular Entertainment Commi1tee _ 
Presents . · · 
. An Evening With 
Saturday, April30, a:·oo p.m. • 
POPEJOY HALL . 
$6.50 $6~00 
Tickets avai !able at: Popejoy Hall Box Office 
and Sub B.ox Office; Oillards in Winrock 
Center; both L.P. Goodbuy; both General 
Stores; Record World in Montgomery Plaza; 
The People-;s Choibejn Rio Rancho; Candy 
Man in Santa pe.". . _ 
'For)nfo;malion: 27_7·3711 
·>· 
·• 
~-· , _' .. 
ail. other,'-' Pl'(lfessor · Senninger · 
.. • ,. • • ... .. '.1 ....... _..... • •, .. ·,.~ ." ' ...... , • .... ~f .... ···"t'\ -:t~~~-Si.td::- ·r.·~·.;._.'\.~A-.,,-'·,' .. · -· .. ·,·.;-~ -- ·"'L--....;.-~------------~-:-o,_.,._,.... 
written on this we 
·an ~qualified opinion shOuld be published. We 
at the ENCORE hav.e pledged to ourselves and to our 
customers, 'to bring Albuquerque the highest quality adult 
entertainment avallfible. The quality of film we show at the 
ENCORE is not the 16mm stag film style that .is so common 
in Albuquerque. . . 
We feel that the Mitchell brother's version of Sodom and 
Gomorrah Is a prime example of the talent and imagination 
that is sometimes .. used in spite of the unconstitutional, out· 
- dated and outi;ag~iitelit~lctions imposed on people who 
trl,.ll)' desire to present a high quali.ty work of erotic art. 
The story has Jour Parallel- lines. The arrival of two 
astronauts from another galaxy to Sodom coincides with the 
arrival of Lot, his wife and two daughters. Lot Is the nephew 
of Abraham, whose story is woven into the complex. fabric. 
The fourther key figure isBera, the Impotent king of Sodom 
who compensates for his shortcomings by turning sex in the 
city upside down. This practice begets a gonorrhea 
epidemic, and the astronauts strive ·to cure people by cir· 
cumcising them. Conflict and complications occur when one 
of the astronauts falls in love with Lot's.dovelike daughter, 
· Leah. Her virginous air also attracts Bera, who snatches her 
for himself, and offers her as festival virgin. The astronaut 
wins her in combat. All this, by fair means or foul, leads to 
the destruction of Sod om and Gomorrah. * •· From an idea 
. inspired by Justice ,Owen McGiverrt of the Criminal Court of 
the City of New York, who wrote "Green Door", (Mitchell 
Bros), would have been regarded as 'obscene!' by the com· 
mi.mify ~tandards of and Gomorrah. 
•·f..AMJjr lilt' 111'1"1 t'~P<'IHIH'. ' , 
til"~t;tm1,itiull~. mu,l ~ 
culn•;JII ,J,.j,,Jl,~k '''N·-·· 
A Quality 
Adult Film· 
-,":r lw Mridwl.lllt••tlwr..-
,.Jr,,~,. llto•!ljli'•tl;tt'ftlftt,\' 
WA1~ St~U f JO~RMAL 
50' Off 
With this 
Ad 
t"t•lu~~nl, 'liitir·•l~tt 
· do•r.tim-d In hi<t'UIIIl' 
~ daliit• ~nmit~ t••lfrt•~fticlct. 
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Atts -& 
media 
Forum 
·An Empty Classroom 
You are empty now, but at the beginning 
There was excitement within your walls 
From anticipation of things that were to be learned 
From the growing that was to be done. 
• 
There was tlie joy and sadness of a youngster, ("' A A Gonzah:s) 
Who is leaving his childhood behind. uy . . 
PRESENTS IN CONCERT 
SAT. APRIL 23rd 1977 8PM 
ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER 
KIVA AUDITORIUM 
Homesick 
Despetatlon 
Wh.o's .calling my name? And I'm 
wi$hing • 
I could stay sane, Pavement reeks of 
drunkards' sacrifice, loneliness cuts 
like wind off glacier ice. Fdends 
with • 
answers rarely stay and others 
live from 
day to dlly. Dreams were written on 
Baldy 
Peak and I even thought I once 
heard Jesus 
speak. But, rain can turn to haiilike 
the nickels I've tossed in a blind· 
man's 
pail. Ideal yearnings rot in hell1 
while 
Charleston women cast an eyil 
spell. 
I've taken hold of a lady's hand and 
have even defied the wedding band. · 
Take me away from what greed 
teaches, 
where I can walk on sandy beaches. 
The pleasures seem to be taken 
harder 
and my past moves back a little 
farther. 
(Terry Fletcher) 
Emotions. 
. 
Laugh, you are crazy. 
Smile, you are l!oY. 
Cry, you are weak. 
Emotions shall be 
integrated into 
circuitry 
that te~;hnological man 
shall weave 
and soon regret. (Misty Hall) 
Phone Ethics 
I wrapped the black 
helical cord 
around his neck 
until all breath 
did escape him. 
I stuffed him in · 
a Nigerian wax cake' 
and mailed him to 
a clone. 
(Shannon Jason Argus) 
.· 
Photo by ffiatgatet Reed 
Two Girls 
Her fa~;e shines like polish 
. be~;ause she paints it in the 
·morning. 
The world is always troubling 
her. 
She threatens a false warning. 
The only time she believed in God 
was in acts of constant swearing. 
She seemed to love and fear 
all men, 1 '' • • ',,. 
finding them overbearing. 
Her closest friend, a sister 
was a lost child in the woods, 
dreaming of young lovers at night, 
Valenti nos and Robin Hoods. 
Reality's men brought her RESERVED SEAT TICKETS AT ALL TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS disdain. 
The Peoples Choice • Rio Rancho Shopping Center She loved her friend, no other, 
The General Store both locations•Dillards• Record World She dreaded to be a lover, 
L.P. Goodbuy both locations @ yet yearned to be a mother. 
UNM STUDENT UNION· POPEJOY HALL Gtaphl<: by Geotge Coston (Terrance Hutton) 
~-~~~~-·~-~-'-~-~----~---~_P_~_D_u_~-~-N~::::::::::::~-----------••••••••••••••••••••~ 
BUY1 
. GET1 FREE 
Monday - Saturday 
7:30- 8:30 
Boogie To: 
FRIS·QUE 
UNCLE NASTY'S 
"A Good Place To Make Friends" 
4418 Central S.E._ 
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Wolfpack To El. Paso 
. By Davl!l Bellipg 
The UNM baseball team will 
attempt to get back on the winning 
track this weekend when it takes on 
Texas-EI Paso in a three-game 
series in El Paso, 
,l,ttl\ l~d\11 . 
Sports· 
The Lobosand UTEP will playa . Commenting on the team's 
single game Friday at 1- p,m, On .. attitude Cappelli said, "There is 
. Saturday- the two teams will collide nobody down. The most important 
in a doubleheader starting at nuon: thing is. they benefit from 'their 
Pitching for the 'Lobos will be mistakes." · 
Bruce Barber (5·2, 2. 77) and Jack .This will be the Lobos' first 
Hollis (5·2, 2.48). UNM Head WAC road trip of the season and 
Baseball Coach Vince Cappelli was only the second time this season 
unsure who his third pitcher wili be. that they have been on the road. 
lf Rob· Hoover i~ recoverep from · · Cappelli said, "The most difficult 
the injury he suffered last week thing about this week is picking 21 
against Arizona he will be on the people to go on the trip." 
mound. " Lobo pitcher Barber said for the 
· l,JTEP, which is 0-6 in Western Lobos to get back in the WAC race, 
Athletic Conference play, will ~e "We definitely have to sweep three 
seeking its first win of the WAC this weekend. We have to get back 
season. Overall the Miners sport a on a winning track and keep 
23-15·1 record. The Lobos are 2-4 winning." 
in_ WAC play and 27··13 overall. During non-conference play the 
Cappelli isn't ready to concede. Lobos were a high·scqring team but 
the WAC title to anybody just yet, the last two weeks they have had 
He said, "You can!t throw in the trouble scoring runs. Cappelli said 
towel because you got beat in three the pitching wi.IJ have to hold 
The Lo.bo offense is led by 
.outfielder Steve Muccio who is 
hitting at a .422 cUp this season. 
Center fielder AaronCain, who has 
been in a slump lately, is .second 
with a .• 383 average. Shortstop Kyle 
Rutledge, w,ho has a broken finger 
on his thr,owing ·hand, is battlng 
.3.54. 
· Capp~lli said Rutledge will play 
short if he can make the throw; if 
not, he will play second. 
· UTEP will be able to counter 
with s~veral quality hitters of its 
own. As a team the Miners own a 
.328 batting average. UNM is only 
hitting .307 as ate~. Tied for the 
UTEP batting leadership are center 
fielder Bob Alsup and shortstop 
Rusty Kennedy with .405 averages. 
'The Lobos should be able; to get 
some runs off of the t..JTEP pitching 
staff which has a 7.46 ERA. The 
Lobo staff ERA is 3 .09. 
The Lobos, which had fielding 
problems last ·week 'against 
Arizona, have a team fielding 
average of .938. UTEP's team 
. . 
. ' .. 
~- ',_ .. ,_ "''* "': 
~--· " "''"··~--- _ .., -~·,. • 
,._, ""~ ' --"" ..... -·-
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' Photo bg Wondoll T. lfolni · 
• Lobo leftfielder Steve Muccio crosses home plate as the 
Regis Univ. catcher looks on. UNM travels to El Paso this 
. games." Cappelli said, "If we can together this weekend. · 
get a good effort like we got in the --':.__------------------:-------....;.-----------------------
Arizona State series we'll be all 
fielding average is .942 . weekend to play the Miners. 
right." ' 
Wo:men.· 
. . 
ln. Relays · 
· By Ed Johnson 
. 'Anyone who knows track knows 
the excitement in being able to 
compete in the. Kansas Relays, a 
jewel in track's Triple Crown, and 
neither the coaches or 16 UNM 
women tracksters have hidden their 
excitement over competing in 
Lawrence, Kansas today and 
tommorrow. 
Coach Tony Sandoval said, "It's 
a big meet, and the kids are real 
excited about it." • . · · •· · · •· 
UNM's strong middle-distancers 
Susie Vigil, Tecla Chemabawi and 
Cindy "Flash" Ashby should do a 
little sparkling of their own. 
Vigil and Chemabawi have both 
been clocked in the 800 at 2:07 and 
"Flash" Ashby has qualified 
herself for nationals by beating the 
required 800-meter timeof 2:17. 
'Vigil has. also qualified 'in the 
400-meters and has been timed at 
55.9. 
''I've been looking foward to 
Kansas," Vigil said. 
Even Olympian .Chemabawi is 
excited saying "I've- been working 
out hard and I'm going to be ready 
for this big meet." 
Another nationals qualifier Anita 
Marsland who has high-jumped 5-6 
3/4 (a spectator said she was easily 
an inch above that) said, '"I hope 
now I can get over the fear of 
jumping 5-8." 
Now that the 440-relay team of 
Lynette Gutierrez, Cindy Hagg, 
Karen Cunninghame and Connie 
Joseph has overcome its habit of 
poor hand-offs during meets, it is . 
looking toward bigger and brighter 
things. . . . . 
Joseph· explained, "All we have 
to do is take off nine-tenths of a 
se~;ond and· we're in." "In" is 
nationals and the qualifying time is 
about 48 flat. 
Lucille Jones, who for an 
unknown reason has cut her feet 
following every dist~ce race so far, 
will be competing .in the lSOO 
. meters and will attempt to better 
her personal best of 4:44. 
Laurie Gilliland should be 
competitive in the hurdle events and 
Julie Malone should long-jump 
over 18 feet. 
Lisa Gibbs' foot injury hu been 
a bla one to UNM, Sandoval slid. 
· ·.Sandoval said that Gibbs would 
be jumpina over 19 feet and she was 
the key fourth runner in the mile,. 
relayteam. . . · 
Dinnie Norero is another. long-
jumper-showing some promise who · 
is injured. 
A lona•jumper's qualifyina 
distlnce is 18-2. 
eee 
rou'll ~s 24% :savings and all the e~as, too. 
.Continental's got a good deal goingforyou.next time Cotitin~ntal Airlines .• And reme.m ber, if you can't 
you fly to one of our many domestic destmauons-our fly Contmental. try to have a n.tce trtp anyway. 
Economy Excursion Fa. res• give you 24% savings all sUitl· •coni,incnral will provi~e inlu(nt~ti'!~ reuur~inn lliuh!s ?" . .'' nu,:nh•;0~~ 
111. er long or you can skip a ·meal and save 10% on our sealS uvaolahle. Purchase IIcker w•th•r Jays alter r~<ervat'.""57J. •1 d 
' · . . . . . • · . . firmed. r~quesl SJlace alleast .. 4 days f l<l dare "I. travel. sta~,. •'.' .. uys. Economy_Fares, good any ttme of the year. . 24% discount applies from 6!1177·9/lf All other r.me,s uur 2l\)l, d•scount 
. To put you in the mood for your vacation, we've got appll.,.. Fares an,d savin2s wbjc!ctt~• cna •• ·~· wirh<>•\ ""''""· .. 
h · 1 C . · h ·p· b • . h.· s· k b · ·· d . . 'd ·b· ~..a· d The Coach Pub,,"" ull Cunr.nental DC llfs exclud•n11 Hawau t e on y oac • u m t e y on oal' our Wt e uute thtnuuh service. , 
DC-IO's, plus fdmed concerts, comedy andsports. And · • 
our spacious 727's offer free stereo, overhead storage and 
a middle seat that folds down when unoccupied to give 
you lots of room to relax or spread out the books. . 
Don't forget to ask about our special travel programs, 
such. as our California Campus Tours. California 
Fly/Drive Vacations or Yucatan Safari Holidays. , 
For. nu>re information, • call your Travel Agent or AI RUNES with the Golden Tail. 
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Mike Williams Mitchell 
record-holder with 1 ,240 yard$ 
For the third year in a row, the • gained rushing in a season. He 
male most valuable player comes averaged 112 yards a game this 
from the Lobo football team. Only season. ' 
this year there is a new winner. Once Williams broke loose in the 
Rusty Mitchell 
Mike Williams is the 1976-77 Daily secondary, he was hard to bring This season Rusty Mitchell, 
LOBO most valuable player. down. Many an opposing defensive . UNM gymnastics coach suffered 
Williams, a hard-run'ning back went home after the game through a season filled with injuries 
sophomore fullback, finished the . nursing a very sore shoulder he and dissappointing defeats but he 
season strong with four straight received from repeatedly tackling was never worried. 
.games in which he gained more · Williams. Often Williams ran over He said his team was preparing 
than 100 yardsrushing. a tackler or two before he was for the Western Athletic Con-
Williams became the UNM brought down. ference championships at the end of _:.:;:::.::.:::.::._:.:.:::::.::.:~::.:.....::.;:.:.:;;::..._...:.:.=:::.:.::::.::.:.:.:.______ the season. His team backed up 
·You're 
·Invited! 
Sat., April23 
(<i) 
V. SouND* 
CELEBRATION {1PARTYi(c 
Live Diseo all day. 
Pill DRAWING! 
Free Pepsi 
We also have very special Sound Celebration 
prices on Ill !ISIKKO Receivers 
Model# 
3035 
5055 
6065 
7075 
8085 
9095 
RMS Sugg. 
Watts/ch Retail 
1'7 $249,95 
25 299.95 
33 349.95 
43. 399.95 
53 449~95 
68 519.95 
TALENT 
W~TH M.g. 
'fuM DUNN 
FIIOMi-i 
I 
e 
. Don't 1.. . . i. t' m ss • 
sou no 
Sale 
Price 
$169 
199 
233 
269 
299 
Mitchell's confidence by turning in 
its best performance of the season 
but they were edged out of the team 
title by Arizona State. 
(Continued ~m ·page 17) 
Ediior's note:· The Daily .LOBO 
team MVP's, athletes of the ye_ar 
and coaches of the year for 1976-77 
were chosen by majority vote of the 
entire sports staff. • 
rna•aLE•t 
\I lTC .. 
. Tippa Portable 
Typewriter 
The world's e.iSiesl wriling Comjldc.l Port.1ble 
TVricw;iler. On[.,. lhrt•t• •ntheo; h1~h ~ nHH.' 
Jl(Jund5. hghr -- Jndut.llllJ.\ m ~lunlmi• lr.l\(>hll~ 
case. 
$19.50 
Duke City 
Typewriter Inc. 
1325 San Mateo N.E. 
265·8347 .. 
Albuquerque 
New Mexico 87110 
· Special Rates To 
Students And Faculty 
LOBO MVPs 
Athletes ·of the Year 
Mike Williams 
Jean Rostermundt 
Newcomers of the Year 
. ' 
Michael Cooper 
Stephanie Lemay 
MALE TEAM MVPs-
Baseball: Steve Muccio 
B.a·sketball: Michael Cooper 
Cross-Country: Lionel Ortega 
Football: Mike Williams/Preston Dennard 
Golf: Monty Carrico 
Gymnastics: Steve Ortiz 
Skiing:. Mike Higgins . 
Swimming: Larry Farrar 
Tennis: Tim Garcia 
Track: Michael Solomon 
Water Polo: Brian Patno 
Wrestling: Gary Hines 
'' 
FEMALE TEAM MVPs 
Basketball: Jean Rostermundt 
Field Hockey: Dana'Miller 
Golf: Nancy Romero 
Gymnastics: Dianne Frew 
Skiing: Stephanie Lemay 
Swimmi.ng: Janice Cooper 
Tennis: Leslie Holmquist 
Track: Susie Vigil 
Volleyball: Billie Colborne 
Coaches of. the Year 
Rusty Mitchell 
Kathy Marpe 
i.__ ....... ..,.....,.."_~ ............. ~~--~ ..... ._.. ................. ....., ....... ~ .... -·1 
I . i 
f. A New Place To Live? 1 
~ Canterbury. Chapel is asking· your help to ~ 
i. start a small co-ed residence close to the i 
§ campus. Recognizing much of .our campus i 
i life as one of alienation, we would like to i l create a close knit community of students to I 
§ help support your ·studies, give opportunity 1 
: § for various types of weekend activities, i 
· § provide good food and a safe place to live. i 
§ i 
§ i I . i 
J Planning meeting Sunday, ~ 
1 April24, 7:30P.M. i 
§ Place: Canterbury Chapel § 
§ 425University1 N.E. t i ,l 
i If y· ou are interest~d but eannot be } r· J. l present for this 1st meeting, call : J 
J . 247-2515 . ) 
i . i L. _ _. ........ _.. ..... ..;.. __ , ___ ..;...;.... _____ ._._._. ... l · 
• 
LOBO FEI\IIALE MVP PICKS 
/ Mitchell ''I 
(Corninued from Page 16) 
Mitchell was named the Daily 
Lobo Coach of the· Year because 
under his tutorage five Lobos won 
WAC individual titles and one, 
Chuck Walter, went on to win the 
NCAA pommel horse title. · 
Mitchell is really interested in 
bringing top-flight gymnastics to 
Albuquerque .. This year he brougilt 
in. a team of Japanese AII·Stars 
from Nippon University. Last year 
he brought in the Romanian 
National team with Nadia 
Comaned. 
Michael Cooper 
At the end of the l975-76 
basketball season, Norm Ellen-
berger Said he WaS able to recruit 
some of the top players in the 
nation despite the fact that six . 
blacks had quit the team before the 
last game of the season. . 
It turned out that Ellenberger 
was telling the truth, and his top 
find last season was 6-5 guard 
Michael Cooper. Cooper came on 
in Western Athletic Conference 
play. As a result he was named to 
theW AC All·Conference Team. 
Cooper was selected as the 
outstanding newcomer athlete by 
the Daily LOBO sports staff. He 
electrified the crowd in the Pit with 
his defensive. exploits and his 
soaring one-handed slam dunks. 
Cooper was also picked as 
basketball's most valuable player. 
He led the Lobos in free-throw 
percentage and was the second-
leading scorer on the team with a 
15.1 average. 
*************·****' St!3phanie Lemay 
Oaih lobo 
Sports 
women's alpine team to a sixth-
place finish in the nation. 
Lemay said the reason the 
women skiers did so well this season 
was because they raced as a ·team 
and were all very close. to one 
another. 
To Lemay, the people she skied 
with m&de all the difference' in the . · 
world. This difference paid off as 
she skied to a successful rookie 
seaso.n and received the title as 
Lobo most valuable female athlete 
of the year. 
Kathy Marpe 
For part •of this season, UNM 
Women's Basketball Coach Kathy 
Marpe played without· her 6-4, 
center Carol Moreland. Stili,· 
Marpe kept coming \IP with new 
talent and coached her fern squad 
to a post-season on hoop tourney. 
Marpe was chosen as Lobo 
female coach of the year because of 
the expert guidance she exhibited 
with her young but talent-ladened 
team. 
att 
Lemay 
Marpe' s goal this year was to 
have a quick team that fast-breaked 
a lot. Marpe got what she wanted 
with two quick ballhandlers in 
freshmen Susan Schuster from 
Eldorado High School and Jean 
Rostermundt, , . 
The Lobos of Coach Marpe 
enjoyed a ~uccessful season playing 
their games in the Pit as fans 
watched exciting and fast actioned· 
women's basketball. 
own-
Marpe 
Jean Rostermundt 
When UNM women's basketball 
coach Kathy Marpe recruited fresh-
man Jean Rostermundt, she knew 
the 1976 season would be quite 
successful. 
Mar.pe's prediction proved 
correct as Rostermundt and her. 
'teammates made it · to the Inter· 
mountain Conference post-season 
regional tournament. 
Rostermundt, who led her high 
Rostermundt 
school team in Manila, Iowa to a 
state championship, was a 
unanimous choice for LOBO 
female newcomer of the year. 
Marpe said, "Jean has better 
offensive skills than anyone I have 
seen. She's a good ball handler, has 
a good jump shot and'knows how 
to move to the basket." 
Rostermundt, who is on an 
athletic scholarship, will be back 
again next season to again pace the 
Marpe-coached squad. 
ome 
I • • , . ., ·-
For the first time since the LOBO 
has published its selection for 
female MVP, a fern skier bas won 
the title. 
" . 
It .. ~ k •• -~ 
Stephanie Lemay, a freshman 
from Bloomington, Minn., received · 
the LOBO vote because ofher great 
performance for the ski team of 
coach George Brooks. 
Lemay skied to a sixth-place 
finish at nationals held at Stowe, 
Vt. Lemay paced the UNM 
• ,
• 
Covered 
.,.,.ago.n 
Malcers of Hand Made 
Indian Jewelry 
OLDTOWN 
... 
: o ege; 
lOR 
. 
. .Applications now 
being taken f~r 1 
the sum~er sessmn. • 
Pool, Air 
Conditioned, 
Good food . 
Maid Service 
303 Ash St.- N.E. 
243-2~81 
AMAZING RHYTHM ,ACES 
Toucan Do It Too 
$J l'.n.A.A .. \. 
eu'RN.N1.5KY7 
Chang~s In Latitudes, 
Changes In Attitudes 
' 
Including: 
The River/Let The Music Set You Free 
J~gando/Lel The Children Pia~ /Marla CaracOles 
·-
-
Coronado Center 
.. 
RICHARD TORRANCE 
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~A Little Push Helped UNM Golfer Kelliher 
l By Gilbert Bustamanl~ "My~~~~ pushed me into playing · 
o golf but what l really liked about 
.o golf was going out and driving the 
.3 golf cart around," said UNM 
.Z:.. women's golfer Cindy Kelliher, 8 · The 19-year-old freshman from 
playing . the third. and sometimes- · 
fourth spot on the UNM women's 
golfteam. · 
When asked why she chose 
Albuquerque to pursue her golf 
career she said, "I liked the clirnat\' 
here and 1 heard. they bact a good · 
of her in Tempe (the upcoming, "said Kelliher.<;' 
tournament for the golfers). Once · 
.she gets it together good in one The team.need~ three more good 
toiJrn~~m~nt sh~U keeP it togeth.et.. qualifying scores o.f} 10 or lower to 
She will be a gooct player, no doubt · qualify ·them for the national 
in my mincl.'' · · ·competition to be held in the middle 
8 
'B 
:.E 
<!) 
eo 
ro 
a.. 
,Riverton, Wyoming is currently coach and good facilities." ' 
·Kelliher said the women. have of June in Hawaii. ''r'think we can 
been functioning more as a team do it if we get: our heads ·on· 
this semester than hi the past. straight," Kellihers!lid. · · 
Eyeglasses or Contact :·~s ·, 
Fast service, quality and.:,, 
style at reasonable cost 
Casey Optical Co. 
The New 
Lucky'.s Pizza 
All $i.oo Off Coupons 
• Are Void For The Remainder 
Of The Semester 
"Barbara 6arry and Nancy 
Romero, our·t!Jp two go)fers,.neecl 
more support from the rest of the 
team than they have been getting," 
The women's ii~xt tournament 
will be Apr. 27-29, the. Sun .Devil 
Classic in Tempe, hosted by 
Arizona State, " · 
!Next door to ClUiey Rexall Dru/!) 
Lomas at Washington 255-6:l2(J 4:513 Central NE 256-9953 
NOW OFFICIAl CHARTER MEMBERSHIP FOR ONLY $1.00 
Cindy Kelliher 
Kelliher said she bega~ · play{ng 
golf seriously in the ninth ~rade. "I· 
was the only girl' on a boy's high 
school team in Wyoming. I played 
the fourth spot. lt was fun," 
N·.etters To Pla·y Dual 
"ROLLER. CROSS~~. 
SKATEB.OARD PARK 
WHERE? 
1900 Block Yala SE 
HOW? 
Applications Can Be Obtained 
At The Following Locations: 
WHEN? • Northeast Schwinn Cyclery 
. Mid-Juna • Pop Tops 
• Rocky Mt. Ski Co. 
WHAT? • H. Cook Sporting Goods 
nrH Acru of Fr•• Styli Ar11s, Slslam Runa.A • Bicycle World > • 
Gr1n Prix Tr1tk, Bawls. Pro Shop, And Much. • Garden swartz Sportz 
Much Mall , •. Op1n EYiryd•w. Till Pull Wille Clark's Sporting Goods 
~· lllumlnltlll Far Night Action. • Acme Wheels 
WHO? • ·Mountain Sports, Limited 
Only Members C;:tn Purchase 
. Admission To. The Park Or Send Request To 
"ROLLER CROSs~· 
GO FOR IT! 
BOX 13269 
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 
Pluse send me ___ t•RoLLER CROSS" memBership 
applicaliQn(s). Sendnomoney 
~AME: ---------- AGE: __ 
ADDRESS -----==------Street 
City StOle ZIp 
''I'm really disappointed with my 
game right now, though, I'm not 
playing as well as I can. My game. 
needs a lot of improvement. but 
overall I'm not doing that badly. 
My mental game could use some 
work," said Kelliher. 
Kelliher said the weakest part of 
her game is her short game (from 
100 yards out).· Her strength .lies in 
her drive and once in a while in her 
irons. 
Coach Henry Sandles saici''.'She's 
(Cindy) been working hard this last 
part of the year. I expect a lot' out 
By Carol Pavletich' 
The UNM men's tennis team has 
two m'atches this weekend. against 
West Texas State Saturday and 
against Southern-Colorado Sunday. 
Both m&tcbes, scheduled for 1 0· 
a.m. should be close and should be 
good preparation for the upcoming 
WACmatches. · 
The Lobos have a 1-1 record with 
West Texas State, winning and 
losing a match earlier in the season. 
This· will ·be the Lobos' first en-
counter with Southern Coloraclo. 
Lobo coach Tim Russell said 
West Texas State is a strong team 
ancl said, "We better be. up for that 
~"o'~~~~~~~um•F•IIIflllmsll"'llilliiiiiiRIIIIIIIAII"'"'N"II""c"'"'IIHm•llmmllllotlt~:~G'~cid'll~ 
§ Sundays . 'Thru April24 § 
I 20°/o Off on an supplies I 
~ to UNM students with I D's ~ 
5 5 
i Lg. Neons •• ,. ~ , • ; •••••••••••••• , , • 3/1'o Oscars .................... , •• , ....... 211 5 § Black Mollles ,-,, •• , , •••••.•.•••••.•• 311'o Tiger Barbs ••••.•••.••••••••••• , ••• 2/1°0 § 
5 Jack- Dempsey., , ............. , •.•• 3t1•o Orange Chromldes ................. 3/1°' 5 
5 Paranaa ••••••••••...•••••• , • •••.... 4" Lg.Arowana ........................... 39" 5 
= Angels ........................ -· ; .•• 2/1'0 5 
5 = ~ 1425·8 San Mateo N E 266·9778 . ~ 
;" 111111111111111111111111111 llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli 
ATTAIN GREAT 
HEIGHTS 
TryOut For 
• UNM 
Cheerleader 
Seethe WAC! 
Fan Fare! Excitement! 
All expenses paid 
Men~and Women 
-1st Meeting ... Monday 
_April25 8:00 P~nt. · 
·Carlisle GyDJ 
• 
' • 
.. >
one, beciluse they sure will be.'' 
Russell said the Southern Colorado 
team is not as tough. 
Playing for the Lobes this 
weekend will be . seniors · Gary 
Wheeler and Mike Owen, juniors 
J ~:ff Chavez, Tim Ga'rcia and Mike 
Palmer, sophomo~es Jay Penny 
and Ronnie Wheeler and freshman 
Jerry Whec:_ler . 
Garcia will only play in Satur-
day's match due to. a pulled back 
muscle. Tpe rest of the team is in 
top sh!IJ?e, Russell said, 
The matches will be held at the 
tennis courts across from the in-
tramural fields. Also, the Lobos 
will play an inter-squacl match 
today, at 3 p.m., in preparation for 
the weekend's matches. 
3 HOUSES· 
For sale near University. 
Need some repair. 
Resonably priced: Good 
down payment. More info 
contact Jess Reid, 
CAUGHRAN REALTY 
255-5521 or res. 255-9041. 
.. ' 
"'" 
Classifleds 
.Setvlc•• . · 
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Pr•P~!o now. Call 
• PrQfessionll Educator• of .New Mexico, Inc. 842· 
5;!00. tfn 
AKC IRISH SETI'IlRS, born M~rc~ l, $50,00, Call 
877-2982, afccr 6 p.m. 4/26 
CQMPLETE RACQUETBAI.L .ll(iUIPMENT at 
~is~~nt prices. The Bike Shop, new locathm, 81 I 
YaleS,E, Cali 842-9100. 4/29 
THE BIKB ~SHOP sJ)ec:lals: thQrn resi$t~u:lt ~ubes, 
$2.50 each; Citadel locks, $13.95. 4/Z9 
SUPER GARAGE SALE, We haveeverythlngl April 
23•24. 12lotl Crestline N,E, 4/22 
TAPEDECK: reel to reel, 3 hea~ stereo. Precbl~n 
wheel sleateboard. 26!·1~. 4/22 
'75 KAWASAKI KE 125, Loaded,2l" f!Ont end, IIIII 
knobbles, new SI:W shocks, Busanl expanSion 
chamber ... qulck, 100d :bandler, •• have allst.reetleaal 
gear, S4SD.OO. 345-6394, 4/28 
TACO VILLA now a~pting application! for both · ;p 
IIIII an~ part time co~nJ~! bosteBSu, Apply Jn person 0<1 
at 2608 Central S.E. 4/22 n 
PARTI'IME DESK CLERK: wee~end hours, Call for .:c 
interview, Crossro.ods Motel, 242,2757. 4/27 
f 
~ 
TillED OF THE SAME OLD summ~r jobs? If you 
are intemt~d in maktns $2180().00 1his summ_er sloP 
by Mit~hell Hall, room-IO&ar~:OO p.m., Frldsy; or 
1:00 p.m. Saturday for an Interview. 4/22 
Tt<lvel 2!:. 
8 
GO PLACES With the Peace Corp1. Call ~77-5907 .t:l 
after 3:30p.m. 4/29 i» 
.LOW COST FLIGHTS to Europe from 1259.00. ;:::.: 
Personals 
CONTACTS??. CASEY OPTICAL Companf, 2"· 
8736, tfn 
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I.D, Photos. LoWC5t 
pri"' in town. Fast. pleasins. Call265~2444 or come 
to l7l7Girard Blvd. NE. tfn 
Marrone (M) leclio.ns to be 1tven at all classes next S.E., 265~335, Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, 
week. Attendanc;:c mandatory. 4/28 amplifieri, auto radios, lnstaU buraiar alarms. lO" 
THE S()CIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY belo111s in a *"~~~~:.stu:;~s with !D's. Qulc~ oe!'Yice. Ured 
clrcusl 4/22 
'NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Call Lynn, 266-
THORENS TO.l65 TURNTABLE w/Shure Vi5111. 
cartridse, Pioneer SA;7100 amp, Pioneer CT·5Ul 
cassette deck; 2 smaller Advcntloudspeaken, 2 pr, 
Yamaha Hpol ltcadphon<S, zcrosta~ Harmon 
... Kardon stereo tube amp., more. Everythlna &~ lo 
first $450.00, Mike, 277·•13;6, 4125 
Israel from $469.00, plus Africa and the Far East, '< 
Call Toll Froe llurope lnt'l Ltd. (800) ~23· b 
7676, 4/26 • CJ' 
LOW COST TRIPS to ports and villqesln the South .o 
Pacific, Free catalogue; Goodman's OoodTravcl > 
Tours, Dept. NM, 5332 Colleae Ave., Oakland, CA '0. 
94618. 4/22 i:!: 
. Lost & Found·. A LIMITED nunlber of ba~;k issues of the LOBO are 
·available for 10 cents _a copy in room 131, Marron 
Hall. TFN 
OKIES-fel.turhla foot·iong hot doas, only 3.5 cents~ 
11·3 daily. 4/29 
FOUND: COMBINATION LOCK, FAC area. 
Identify&: claim, ftTI, 105, Marron Hall. 4/25 · 
U!'IM BOOKSTORE SALE ends Friday! 4122 
UNM CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS: 1st meeting 
April25, 8 p,m., Carlisle Gym. 4/25 
LOST: WHITE WINDBREAKER, eas1 tennis 
courts, 4/14/77. Return P.B. office, .Reward of· 
fered. 4/25 
ENGLISH . DEPARTMENT course descriptions 
LOST: DENIM JACKET with drawstring, Mon. 
eveni11s, ·Reward. 256:-0934. 4/26: 
, available beginning Thursday, April 21, in• .LOST: WJRE FRAME-prescri,Ptionslasses.lffoll~d, 
Humanities Building, room 217. 4/22 . please call Tom, 898·5855, 4/28 
TDDAY'S CRDSSIDRD PVZZLI 
ACROSS 
1 Bridge 
accomplish 
-ment 
Europe: UNITED Feature Syndicate 
5 Dairy 
product 
10 Olthe 
U.S.A. 
1 4 Prell x for 
sphere 
. 15 Italian flour 
preparation 
16 Mile. Harl 
1 7 small bills 1 8 •• : ______ _ 
law 
20 Garment 
221n the know: 
Slang 
23 Cause to be 
pleased 
24 Recesses 
26Hawaiian 
corsage 
Abbr. 
49 Entitle 
50 Altercation 
53 White 
Sulphur or 
Banff Hot 
Springs .. 
54 Kind of fund 
58 Primary 
61 Mountain: 
Comb. form 
62 Fashion 
63 Fruit 
64Gambllng 
· game 
65. Much loved 
person 
66 March 7th, 
In ancient 
Rome 
67 Dwelling 
unit 
THURSDAY Puzzle Solved: 
MAO AM 
AM LE 
PIL M AI.S 
I T All Y 
lEI All 
IS 
ILl I 
IE R 
PIEIR p 
lilA IE 
R S ~IE M IN rA~i~S~I~E~T PIEIRIM ll 
L A W N 5 B 0 R I 5 r;;Sr.I:-r::-15 
ALIT LirNOS THOU 
S E T H I N D E 0 N E 
r R LEi E. loj 1\l_M P _E R 
LE T H LE R 5 in Ul_M_lp 
A P. IF F :OiR IF-0 iL IAJ 
U LA T ERR I T 0 R I A ILl 
l!IR INIE A I 
ESK ,CATIER F AKIEI 
27 More DOWN 
muscular afternoon 
30 PutB to 1 Business drive 
sleep establishment Frontiersman 44 Parade 
34 Resolute 2 U.S.S.R. 26 Stretched ground 
35 Skeletal river out order 
36 Man's 3 Sign off 27 Weapon 46 Kind of paint 
nickname word handles 47 Go without 
37 African 4 Wrong 28 Labor group nourishment 
animal 5 Auditor: 29 Put In a 49 Where 
· 38 Article Abbr. warehouse • Toledo is 
40 Dancer's 6 In a 30 Family 50 Half: Prefix 
garment· measure member 51 Dull person 
41 Ontario city: 7 Colorado 31 Greenland 52 Make over 
Abbr. park settlement 53 WW-11 battle 
42 Pleased 8 At the peak 32 Lunch site 
43 Former 9 Mutilate partaker 55 River of 
German 1 o ------ 33 Stigmas Russia 
coin Earhart 35 Auctioneer's 56 Antitoxins 
45 Was 11 Mexican quest 57 Gay old 
contemptuous Indian 39 Possessed time: Siang 
47 Machine 12 State: Fr. 40 Decrease: 2 59 French 
shop tools 13 Censure words negative 
48 Country of 19 Indigent 42 Feel one's 60 Favorable 
21 Sunday way response 
Special Springtime 
· Book Sale 
ENDS TODAY 
at 5:00p.m. 
University.of New mexico Press 
220 Journalism Building . 
Corner ofYo.le o.nd Centro.! N.E .. 
, ' 0700. 4/Z9 . 
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE. Free pickup & 
delivery. Free estimates. 883·9300; 881-652!, 
eves. 4/22 
TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH, Selectric, oJI>OOmP~i· 
296-8564, 4/29 
SEiRVE In the Peace Corps I Call 277·5907 after 3:30 
P.M. 4/29 
GARDEN ROTOTILLING by UNM student. Group 
rate~ a'l8ilable. Call268·1563, .. 4/22 
TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim: 266-9037, 4/29 
TYPING, lst quality, 883-7787. tfn 
MANUSCRIPT, THESES and ADMIN, typi11J. 
Accept cassettes, drafts, handwriting-, Minor carr •• 
pica type, 50 cents/pa. or $3.00 min. 266-7619 
evenings, 4/22 
WANT . YOUR TYPINO DONE accurately an~ 
timely? 344-1842, 4/22 
EDITORIAL SERVICES, Do you want professional 
help in edilins your ·dissertation? Or writing a 
proposal or rc:port1 Call Harvey Frauenglass, 
Professional Communtcation Service, 344-8344 or 
265-5689. 4/29 
ALBUQUERQUE PRESCHOOL COOPERATIVE, 
606 Candelaria N.W; Parenl~run-school, professional 
teachers. ,.ccept.ing app1ication11 for -ran-morning 
pre-school; afternoon kindcrsarten. Summer 
program-two 3-week sessions: June 20-July Bi July 
11-July 29; 9:30-noon Tuesday, Wcdi1.Clida)', 
Thursday. Call344.0389. 4/28 
For Sale 
FINEST SELECTION Of handmade wedding sets. 
Charlie Romero, .2945 Wyoming NE, 293-
6901, 41~9 
WATERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3ol07 Central N.E. 
Catering to student needs since 1971. 1nexpenslv~ 
furniture. Student special: complete waterbcd &}'stem, 
$79.95. 4129 
BICYCLES: BERTIN BICYCLES, guaranteed"21bs. 
lighter weight. R.C. Hallett's, 843·9378. tfn 
APRIL CLOSE OUTS: selected speakers, reccinrs, 
amplifiers, tape-decks; new, demo, used. To 501ft 
off. Marantz, Pioneer, AR, ESS~ etc. HI-Fi House, 
3011 Monte Vista N.E. (near UNM), 255-
1694. 4/29 
1974 MUSTANG: stick shift, new lires, beautiful 
condition. $2,500.00. 292·3409,294-3167. 4/22 
1968 HONDA 305! Rebuilt engine, transmission, new 
clutch. with helmet&: service; manual. $300.00 or best 
offer. 261.-0918. tfn 
1973 DODGE DART SPORT: good condition, best 
offer. CVLL • 
BEAUTIFUL 1953 DOI>GE. Special oriJinal paint, 
25 mpal-\hwy, 36,000 miles, 25/5.11461. 4/Z9 
FENDER RHODES oultcase eloctric piano: excellent 
condition, $875.00 neaotlab!e. Caii.Mike, 299-3265, 
afccr 6;00. 4(28 
PEA\IY ._CHANNEL P,A., two Shure mlco 
·wtstands, $lotl.OO, Call John, 294-7362 after 
6:00. 4/28 
NICE THREE BEDROOM HOUSE with study, TV· 
room, income-apt., UNM-BCMC area. 2$6· 
9461. 4/29 
1974 CZ 250 MX, New top end an~ electrical 5 speed, 
extra plastic tank, skid plate, olher e1C.tras, e"cellen' 
condition every way: $600.00. 298-8635. '4/28 
HOUS.EMA TE WANTED: near UNM, available 
irhmediately, Sl2S:oo, !h utilitfr .... 26_8·2189 after 5 
p.m. 4122 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, four bloc~s from 
UNM and TV!. For more lntormatlon call 877· 
5339. 4125 
NO BILLS, two bedroom, air condiclonlns, disposal, 
kids fine. St.40.00, 262-17!51. Valley Rentals, small 
ree. 4/25 
A REAL DRBAM: Spac:loU$ lhree bedroom with air 
conditioning, $180.00. Kids OK. 262·1751, Valley 
Rentals. small fee. 4/25 
ALL UTILITIES PAID: Carpeted one bedroom, j~st 
$75.00, no lease. 262·17!51, Valley Rentals, small 
fee. 4/25 
NEED MELLOW FEMALE ROOMIE by May l for • 
large trailer. 592.50 per, Call298·7349, after 5, 4127 
FEMALE ROOMMATE: wanted Jrou~d May 1!1, 
share larsc three l:H:droom home close to UNMj with 
extras. Rent and UtUities, $115.00 a monttl. Trlsh, 
843-6150. 4/29 
KIDS, PETS FINE! Quiet two bedroom, central air, 
green yard. $160.00, 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $20.00 • 
fee. 4/29 
ENJOY YOURSELF. Finer three-bedroom, fenoc:d 
yard, kids, pels. $200.00. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, 
520.00 ree. 4/29 
ALL UTILITIES PAID.' Air conditioned two 
bedroom, $170.00. Kids, pets fine. 262-1751, Volley 
Rentals, $20,00 fee. 4129 
CALL TODAY. Spacious two bedroom. kids, pets 
OK, $100.00, no lease. $20.00 fee, Valley Rentals, 
262-1751. 4/29 
WALK TO SCHOOL. Fully furnished one bedroom 
with air conditioning. $130.00, utilities paid. $20.00 
fee, ValleyRcntals,262-1751. 4/29 
RENT WEEKLY: cozy one bedroom, $25,00/wk .. 
good area, no lease. $20.00 fee, Valley RcntJjs, 262· 
1751. 412~ 
BANKRUPT STEREO. Just bought out Phoenix E 1 t 
Sterto stock, everything must so at oiO'I'> - SO'!'>: :::m:.:!:p:.:.;O;:!I!,m;:.:.,:e:,n:.:.;_...:.. __ .,...._.,...._ 
receivers, tape cassettes, turntables; speakerli 
Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood, Sherwood, etc. 13'5· WORK .FOR a beuer world. Apply to lhe Peace 
7535, 4/25 Corps.Call277-5907after3:30P.M. 4/29 
REPOSSESSED KENWOOD: KR 46IJO.AM·FM PART-TIME JOB: sales, flexible hours, aood pay, 
stereo r~tver. $25.00 equity & take over payments. Possible :rutl-dme (or summer( can: Phil Franczyk, 
255-7534. 4/:ZS ;:C~.L,:;.U:-;•;;;2~92::;·2~83;;";0;:;· ,;.4;/2::9~;::::-:;;::;:::;::-;;;:;;;;-;;;;~ 
STOP· DUE TO DIVORCE: Brand new Classic·lll SUMMER WORK for colleae students: $400.00 a 
Kirby &. attachments< assume payments of $7,47 a • month, 75 openings. Ca11294-2064. 255·2337. 4/29 
month,newwarranty.255-7535. 4/25 TWO HEAD TEACHER positions at UNM Child 
' WHITE SEWING MACHINE: Malces buttonholes. Care Co-op. Requires 2 yrs. child eAJ)erienct !nearly 
blind stitches, monograms, sews on bultons wilhout childhood programs and/or 2 yrs. education m early 
attachments. $23.77 cash or S payments or $6,(10, no childhood development areas. PayJ 56,000.00 yearly. 
interest. 255-7534. 4/25 Send resume to: 1058 Mesa Vista HaJJ, UNM, by 
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY: Brand new color TV, big ,;A;pri;:,1;.26:;;· ~4:::/.;;25~;;;-;;;-;;;;;;:;:;:;;;;;;-o,;;::;-::;:;;;-_o; 
screen. Assume payments, $7.00 per month. New 10 PART TIME HELP WANTED: Sales clerk a: 
year guarantee. 2SS·1S35. 4/2S stocking. Must be over 21. graduate students ~n!Y* 
1975 SUZUKI TS 18:SS: StreeVdirt bike. Like new, Apply _in person, no phone calls. Sa\'e-Way Liquor 
low mileage. 82!-5462. 4/Z5 Store, 5704 Lomas Blvd. N.E, 4129 
• ARTS & CRAFTS Inslructori. College age men for 
FANTASTIC SALE: One week spec1al. Flannel b ys. mmercampinOtePark NM June2.1-Aug. 
shirts, o?lY $4.00: blouses, Sl.SO; T-shirls, _52.00; at 9 ° F s~ ~ call B ad Cunningh~ • 2sS.s300 between Californut Fashion Outlet, 2318 Centra1 SE; across 4·&~r 0 0 ' 4125 ' ' from campus. 266'6872. 4/:ZS . p.m. 
mtac.IIGn""' ~ =Pos~l=TI:::O~N~W~A:.:N=TE~D;:_;::;f~r ... : ;:lan;,;c;_e_w':'ln-e-.sc-o•ut-see-:"-ks 
steady emplOyment. World-wid!:! taster, ~lahly ~ 
developed budslt;all266-3679, eves, 4/22 -..J 
BODY BUENO. Over ISO natural both products, 
11atural shampoos, amino acid conditioners, body 
o.Us, perfume otis, about 50 different scents, massage 
headquarter& with oils and lptions, moisturizers and 
skin <:arc specialties, hypo-pllcrsenic soaps, Loofa 
sponaes, natural bristle hair brushes ahd much 
more.,,2910 Central S,E,, 3 doors cast ofOlnard on 
Central. 4/27 
U.S.D.A. ESTIMATES the uaveragc Americantt WJII 
con1ume 10 lbs. of food oddillves this year, They 
won't set It at the Morning Olory Cafe, featuring real 
food, ffesh \'eaetables, _and chemlcal·frce meats, 
(Righi behind the Triangle) 2933 Monte Vista 
N,B. 4127 
1080 Countty 
·tl1 
HAY A Y SHALOM 
Recorded Message 
Phone 296·8568 
UNDERGRADUATE 
SEMINAR 
PROGRAM 
. 
for Fall, 1977 
Brochure Of Courses 
Is Available 
at the 
Honors Center 
A schedule of these one-credit hour seminars with descriptions is 
available--at the Honors Center office (west end, ground floor of the 
Humanities Bldg.). . . .. . •. 
Courses are open to all undergraduates no prereqmsit.es. 
on discussion and student particip·ation. Enrollment IS. 
students. . . . . . 
For more information, come to the Honors Center 
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Insufficient Evidence r--r--0\ ;t._ 
- Court Dism·isses.Eiection Case 
,i By Ruth S. Jntress 
"' ~. 
-·c 
Q,. 
< 
..... l 
,3 The ASUNM Student Court 
Thursday· dismissed the case ~ . 
·- brought against the Elections Q . Commission on the grounds that 
8 sufficient evidence of election 
·~ tampering was not presented. 
~ Due to the court's dismissal of 
the controversial case there will not ~ be ·a recall election. Instead the z court upheld a request from the ~"' defendants (the ASUNM Elections · 
~ Commission and Atty. Gen. 
tU Yolanda Tryon) to have an im-~ · p@Ttial group recount the ballots 
before the election would be of-
ficial. If a tie vote should be 
discovered in the recount, the court 
said it would ·Call for a run-off 
election between the tied can-
didates. 
:rhe plaintiffs in the cas~. 
Students for a Democratic Election, 
which includes Presidential also-
rans P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia and 
Rick Lopez, asked the Chief Court 
Justice Aundre West to call a 
mistrial. Upon 'the court's refusal, 
counsel for the plaintiffs R,J. 
Laino said he was going to appeal 
the court's decision not to call a 
·new election. Laino said he was 
going to· UNM President ·William 
E. Davis early this morning to make 
the appeal. 
The dismissal came after the 
plaintiffs had completed their case. · 
The defense requested the court 
dismiss the case on lack of evidence 
'~•-
-.. ~ 
··#' 
\ 
·" 
'· 
' 
WHITEWALLS. Premium 78 Polyester 
3y one of the world's largest tire manufacturers. 
Lifetime Road Hazard mrkmanshlp and materials 
~arantee. 25,000 mile tread wear guarantee. • 
FREE YOUR SIZE PRICE F.E.T. 560-15 • 20.85 1.70 A78-13 21.87 1.73 C78-14 22.91 2.01 E78-14 23.90 2.26 
F?B-14 24.85 2.42 078-14 26.90 2.58 
H78-14 27.85 2.80 A78·15 25.96 1.90· 078-15 26.80 2.65 
H78-15 28.80 2.88 l78-15 . 29.95 3.12 
BELTED TIRES EKtra Stre11gth fiberglass. 
Manufactured by one of the World's largest 
lire milkers. Whitewall, 2 fun ply polyester 
plus 2 fiberglass belts. Lifetime Road Hazard 
workmanship and materials' ·guarantee, 32,• 
000 mile !read wear guarantee. 
FREE YOUR 
MOUNTING SIZE PRICE F.E.T. , 
A78-13 24.80 1.73 
C78-13 26.89 2.01 
C78-14 26.79 2.01 
E78·14 27.87 2.26 
F78-14 29.93 2.42 
G78·l4 29.97 2.58 
H78-14 31.95 2,80 
G78·15 30.85 2.65 
H7B-15 32,so 2.as 
J78·15 33.90 3.03 
L78·15 34,92 3.12 
SIZt PLY 
610·15 0 
7llo-15 6 
700·15 8 
650·16 6 
700·16 6 
750·16 '8 
. YOUR 
PRICE F.E.1. 
29.97 2.41 
30.77 2.85 
33.80 3.02 
29.72 270 
32 97 3.00 
42.82 3 68 
I For Raised . 
White Letters 50-60·70 
Series Dune Diggers; srnall 
Dar Tires 
247·4345 883·3707 
without the defense's testimony. 
Court Justice Todd Pink said, 
"The court will retain jurisdiction 
in the case and will appoint an 
impartial commission to supervise fi 
recount. If that commission 
~'hate by Wendell T. Hunt 
ASUNM Chief Court 
Justi,;e Aundre West 
determines that a special run-off 
election is necessary, then the court·· 
will supervis'e that election." 
West said the court would not 
begin its selection of the impartial 
group to recount the ballots until 
noon today, in order to give the 
plaintiffs time to make their appeal 
WHITEWALLS, STEEL BELTED RADIALS-iS 
Great traclion, long mileage and luel econcmy. By 
one of the 'Norld's largest tire manufacturer::;, Ue-
tme road hazard workmanship and mater1als guar-
antee. 45,000 mile tread wear Qllatantee. 
FREE YOUR MOUNTING SIZE PRICE F.E.T • AR?B-13 36.80 1.99 ER78-14 39.92 2.47 FR78-14 43;90 2,65 ,, GR78-14 45.80 2.85 IH . ~' . •d.l~ l_,. HR78·14 47.82. 3.04 \1' BR78-15 39,96 2.35 . OR?S-15 47.92 2.9U HR78-15 49.77 5.11 JR78-15 49.97 327 
WHITEWALLS LA?B-15 54.92 3.44 
PREMIUM FABRIC RADIALS 
Tubeless Blackwalls. By one ollhe most respected 
radial tire makers. Lifelirre road hazard, workman-
ship and material,guarantee. 35,000 tread wear 
guarantee. 
FREE 
MOUNTING SIZE 
155R12 
145R13 
165A13 
175R13 
165R14 
185R14 
155R15 
165R15 
1,!35A15 
YOUR 
PRICF. 
27.76 
2741 
28.38 
31.66 
GOS'3 
37.21 
30.83 
32.50 
38.76 
F.E.T. 
1,56 
1.36 
1.80 
1.99 
1.97 
2.42 
1,91 
2.(}3· 
2.48 
Thlee sepruate gui!ratl!eeo pro:etl YOIJ' 11re '"""~1men1 Faei~IY 
Ytri! gua,anl!le~ ongll'f1ll putc"rat.P.t tf.e 1JJr1 rrt!iaage 1ha1 tM·OfiQIMI 
trre was go~ranteoo ot bC g•ven cted•l un a !'lew _hre ~ased en 
m.II'M~· used. no• lot!odlng re\ler(li· Ex~TOO 7ak Will! iJ"!iJ_trn:f'l! 
lii~~s Exar1pfe_ll a $..1000 ruegu!itatll!!et.Hot :,0.00~· ,-n,tes_wears 
SI'T1Ci01h at 15.000 m1Ies. potc.tta~r ..V!U H~te!VI! a· ~.rtHJti ~~ S1S 00 
Ort lhe curretU salE! pt1~ of a new t te· Conscqudr-Mi rJ~age _or 
ln_~N re~ultit'lc)_ lMte61 flOII!:OvcJflj L.abt~•ly_ ftrJ,JI(I_d t~ rcr.Mc1ng 
l1re In ntl:Ofda·noo wilb teti"IS of gu:aratlle-e Trer.d "~<~t!lt f)l)1tOtt iJ1 
guarantee predicated upon prOP'JI Wheel al.gnmtrl a"d l~rrnal 
an~ng spood'. Factorys guatantee applies To un!>lerf>•slil!<l lite 
only AddttiOnaT and hm~uo _g:.~atan1ce 1nlortnattbn ln\(iri_nled or. 
el)ch 1nvoreo 
guarantee 
as long as you own 
haavyduty Load AlrShocks 
*711 ••• stabilizers '39" pr •. 
114''••· 
to Davis, seen any of the three. duplicate 
Wesi said the court dismissed the ballgts being validate~ or dropped 
not comment pending the appeal of 
the court's decision, on whether the 
court had been biased in its han-case because, "the evidence sub_. in the ballot box. ~ 
mitted did not show sufficient need Defense counsel David Rupp 
to call a new election." He went on asked Moore if the three students 
to say the plaintiffs' argument dealt. had presented their I. D. cards to 
with election procedures rather the poll workers in order to vote. 
than :,ubstantial accusations that Moore said "no, and I didn't have 
the deTendant ,had altered the to show th~ poll worker my I. D." 
election results through negligence in order to receive a second ballot. 
or wrong-doing. · .Rupp asked Moore to show the 
dling of the case. , 
. In Thursday's · LOBO it was 
incorrectly reportea that defense 
counsel Jaime Chavez had an-
nounced· that the plaintiff was with-
drawing nine sections of the 20· 
. Earlier Thursday afternoon, the court ~is .I. D. card. On ~he back of 
plaintiffs , brought. forward a Moore s I.D., Rupp said, was an 
· · . · . · · · · "X'' on the number three spot 
. point complaint against the 
Elections Commission. It was· 
'actually Laino who made the 
announcemeni:, · ·. 
student w~o. sa1d he Witnessed reserved by the Elections Com-
voters obt~IOlOg two ballots at the mission to be blacked~out when a 
SUB. polbng pla~e number . one. voter turned in his ballot. Rupp 
Patnck Moore. sa1d he saw three ... :d th' h d d' d't d 
It was also incorrectly reported 
that the plaintiffs could provide no 
witnesses to say that vice-
pte'sidential candidate · Kent 
Ghahremani had contact with any 
ballots Qr .election materials after 
. . · · · . . . · . s... . Is s owe 1scre 1 · an 
v?ters 1n front of him. who were contradiction in~ M r • 
given two ballots. "I grabbed for a testimony 00 e s 
secon~ ballot arid when I got it. I After the court" upheld the questi~n~d the poll.worker about It, defense's request to dismiss the 
He saJ~ ~~'was a m•s.take that I had case, Laino said: "I feel the defense 
gotten It~· Moore srud. should have been compelled by the 
. setting down the ballot box at La 
Posada. Witness Ed Long testified 
that · he had seen: Ghahremani 
remove some masking ~flpe. from 
one of the ballot boxes. When cross-examined by the court· to answer the allegations of 
defense, Moore said he had not the plaintiffs." Laino said he could , The LOBO regrets the errms. 
Only 1 Application S~bffiitted 
·For Nat'l Science Internships 
By Lynn Stutheit 
Only one application has been 
submitted for internships with the 
National Science Foundation's 
program for public service science 
activities. Applications have been 
accepted for several weeks: 
About 25 public service science 
residences for scientists and 
engineers and 25 internships for 
science and engineering students 
will be awarded by NSF. 
Those applying for the resident 
possitions must have a doctorate 
degree, or the equivalent in 
professional experience in science, 
including engineering, mathematics 
and the social sciences. 
Residents and -interns will work 
with organizations that serve public 
purposes such as educational in-
stitutions, government agencies, 
trade unions and citizens' 
organizations. They will prepare 
information and give scientific and 
technical advice. Seminars, lec-
tures, and worksnops will also be 
offered. 
The public activities :rvill provide 
citizens with the scientific in-
formation needed to help them 
make decisions affecting their daily 
lives and will help with matters of 
public policy. 
The application deadline for 
residencies and internships is May 
15. A limited number bf ap-
plications can be obtained at the 
Office of Research Administration, 
1700 Las Lomas NE~ on the UNM 
campus. For more information -call 
277-4467, or write the National 
Office of Science and Society, 
National Science Foundation, 
Washington D.C. 20550. 
YIYITAA 
IS 
THII5MM 
BU!I OF THI !IIAI 
-~ 
Five reasons to get into 
exciting 35mm photography •••• Now. 
S24Q97 
Prices Good Through 
Friday April .29, 1977 
LaBelleJJ dis~;, 
1 Vivitar 220/SL 35mm camera with accurate 
through-the-lens metering, 
famous Copal square shutter, 
and a professional black 
·finish. Tha camera has a fast 
Vivitar 50mm f1 .8 lens, and can 
use hundreds of lenses and 
other accessories. 
2. Vivitar Automatic Electronic flash 
delivers perfect exposure from 
2 to 10 feet automatically. 
Hundreds of flashes'for about 
1c a flash. 
1!!1 Vivitar Automatic 
~ 135tnm f2.81ehs, 
perfect for portraits, sports, 
and any photography where 
you want that larger image. 
· I Vivitar 2X teie 
.. converter transforms 
the somm lens into a 1 OOmm 
and the 135mm into a fabulous 
270mm. Gives youfuiHrame 
close· ups and lets you reach 
out for dramatic shots when 
you cannot get close to 
the subject. 
5 Vivitar Enduro case 
. designed to carry !he 
. whore system conveniently. 
ihis tough, special case is 
made tor the action 
photographer, contoured to 
the body, . 
Store Hours 
Mon. thru Fr; 10 A..M to <tPM 
Sat lOAM to6PM.' 
4920 MENAUL BOULEVARD • ALBUOUEROU~, N .. ME X. 8'7110- Sun Noontti o P tv; 
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